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I. SOLID STATE 
1.1 SEMICONDUCTORS 
A. Electron Probe Analysis of Semiconductors 
Grant AF-AFOSR -76-66, Air Fo rce  Office of Scientific Research 
D. B. Wittry, D. F. Kyser, E. L. Mil ler ,  T. Rao Sahib, 
3 .  McCoy, and A.  Van Couvering 
The research  performed since the las t  semiannual report  has 
concentrated on the influence of surface recombination on cathodolumines- 
cence in G a A s  but investigations have also continued on the influence of 
temperature,  uniaxial s t ra in ,  and impurities on the intensity of cathodo- 
luminescence. 
investigations follows: 
A brief description of the status and results of these 
a) The Voltage Dependence of Cathodoluminescence 
When the accelerating voltage of an  electron beam is increased a t  
constant electron beam power, the intensity of cathodoluminescence from 
GaAs increases.  These results can be explained if non-radiative surface 
recombination occurs and if the diffusion length of the excess c a r r i e r s  is  
l a rge r  than 
informa tion 
f r o m  x-ray 
the penetration depth of the electron beam a t  low voltages. Using  
on the distribution of excitation with depth in the specimen obtained 
absorption correlation functions , it is possible to predict the 1 . .  
variation of intensity f o r  the long wave length portion of the spectrum with 
beam voltage (i. e .  the region in which internal absorption is negligible). 
The resul t ,  assuming that intensity is  directly proportional to the net excess 
-1- 
c a r r i e r  concentration, is: 
.. 
where E is the bulk radiative recombination efficiency, S the reduced sur face  
recombination velocity (surface recombination velocity /diffus ion velocity), 
h w is given by 
the following: 
1. 2A/Z2 with A = atomic weight and Z = atomic number. 
V” 
w =  
1820(30n- 9n)pL 
I where V = the 
density. The variation of w with voltage is due to the variation in electron 
range with electron beam energy; it is assumed that the exponent n is  con- 
stant over the range of 5 kv to 50 kv. 
the accelerating voltage (kv), L = the diffusion leng h and P 
Experimental results obtained cannot be with an exponent of 1. 5 
o r  1 .  7 as expected from existing knowledge of the range energy relations. 
The discrepancies a re  attributed to (i) a non-linear relationship between 
c a r r i e r  generation and the intensity of recombination radiation observed on 
some specimens , o r  to (ii) the existence of a dead layer  at  the surface.  A 
m o r e  detailed theory which takes account of the existence of a dead layer 
gives the following result: 
2 
-2 - 
- S (1 t Erf b) Exp(b 
S t 1  1 t Erf (u0/Au) I -  L 1 t Erf a 1 + Erf (uo/ tu)  
where 
a 2  
: e dt 
2 - t  - Erf a = 
J " 0  
d is  the thickness of the dead layer and u and Au a r e  constants in the 
0 
assumed distribution of excitation with depth, namely: 
du (4 1 @ ( ~ ) d u  - exp 
2 
where u = pz/R and R is the maximum range in gm/cm . Values of u = 
0 
0.125 and Au = 0.350 were obtained by D. Brown from the energy loss  in a 
Cu specimen a t  3 0  kv using the transport model described in another section 
of this report  (see page 9 ). Families of curves  given by Eq. 3 were plotted 
with the aid of a computer and have been used to interpret  the experimental 
data with the following assumptions: (1) the diffusion length and surface 
recombination velocity a r e  constant, (2) the number of excess c a r r i e r s  pro- 
duced is a lways  small  compared to the number of majority c a r r i e r s  present 
a t  equilibrium, ( 3 )  the solid zngle received b y  the detector is independent of 
the source depth, (4) the effective number of c a r r i e r s  is directly proportional 
- 3 -  
to the power in the incident beam, and (5) the reflection coefficient does not 
depend on the source depth. 
In specimens fo r  which these assumptions a r e  valid, good agree-  
ment  between theory and experimental values of diffusion length can be 
obtained in the range of 0.4 to 3 microns with an estimated accuracy of 
t3070. 
ments  a r e  planned to aid in the understanding of those cases  for  which theory 
and experiment do not agree. 
This work is now being prepared for publication and further experi- 
b) Temperature  Dependence of Cathodoluminescence 
Attempts were made to determine spectral  character is t ics  of 
cathodoluminescence in gallium arsenide as a function of c a r r i e r  concen- 
tration over the range of 100-300 K,  using the temperature-controlled 0 
5 stage developed a t  this laboratory . Room temperature resul ts  were in 
agreement with those reported previously , but low temperature resul ts  
were inconsistent due to the rapid condensation of oil and water vapor on 
the sample surface, Low temperature measurements  of diffusion length 
were a l so  attempted using the method described in ( a )  above but the conden- 
sation of vapors resulted in a gradual decrease of signal. 
the electron microprobe a r e  now underway to reduce the concentration of 
vapors in the vacuum system using freon and liquid-nitrogen cooled surfaces .  
4 
Modifications of 
c )  Strain Effects in Cathodoluminescence 
Research is continuing on the effect of s t r a in  on the intensity and 
polarization of the cathodoluminescence f r o m  G A S .  A beam voltage of 
-4- 
50 kv is now being used to increase the depth of penetration of the electron 
beam, thus minimizing possible relief of s t r e s s  by the f r e e  surface.  
signal strength is a lso achieved with the higher voltage. Measurements have 
been complicated by the fact  that partial  horizontal polarization is introduced 
by the optical viewing system. A method has been developed which takes into 
account this partial  polarization, and which also eliminates the need to main-  
tain exactly identical conditions of measurement before and af te r  application 
of the s t r e s s .  
Better 
d) Impurity Variations in Te-Doped GaAs  
Measurements of the tellurium concentration by electron probe 
microanalysis have been correlated with the local variations in cathodo- 
luminescence efficiency. Earl ier  attempts to observe such a correlation 
failed because the practical  limits of detectability in the electron probe 
microanalyzer a r e  of the same order as the solubility l imit  of T e  in GaAs. 
5 
The detection l imit  in microanalysis is established by the x-ray 
line/background rat io  and the measurement time. 
ra t io  is fixed, the l imit  of detectability can be improved only by increasing 
the time of measurement;  an upper limit i s  then imposed by contamination 
of the specimen and by instrument stability. 
observing concentration fluctuations i s  further worsened by the need for a 
s e r i e s  of measurements  a t  many points on the specimen under identical 
conditions of analysis. 
If the line/background 
In most  cases ,  the problem of 
In the present work, a 400 channel digital signal-averaging device 
- 5- 
w a s  used to obtain the average x-ray counting rate  as a function of position 
of the electron probe on the specimen. 
deflection perpendicular to the focal c i rc le  of the x- ray  spectrometer using 
the amplified sweep from the signal averager  as input to the sweep dr iver  
in the scanning system of the microanalyzer . 
at 30 kev and 0. 5p,a with a sweep of 300 microns in 16  seconds. 
constant in the electronic integrator w a s  selected a s  0. 1 sec.  to provide 
smoothing without sacrifice of spatial resolution. Similar resul ts  could also 
be obtained using a multiscaling mode and taking running averages to provide 
smoothing. F o r  the T e  L 
spectrometer the line/background ratio was 495 ( referred to 100% T e  in 
GaAs). 
tration of 5.2 10 / c m  w a s  237 counts/sec.  
The probe w a s  swept by electrostatic 
6 The electron beam w a s  run 
The time 
line recorded with a L iF  crys ta l  in a 4" radius a 1  
The average counting r a t e  on the specimen with a c a r r i e r  concen- 
18 3 
The x- ray  signal averaged over 400 scans is compared with the 
instantaneous IR signal in Fig. 1. T r a c e  A ,  made with the x- ray  and IR 
signals of opposite polarity, shows that the IR intensity increases  as the 
x- ray  counting ra te  decreases.  
ments  on specimens with various c a r r i e r  concentrations by Cusano 
4 
Casey . 
f rom the same ingot using a 1024 channel signal ave rage r ,  160 sweeps of 
128 sec.  duration with a 1 second time constant. 
signal i s  22 divisions above the average value. 
trations,  obtained by applying corrections for  absorption and atomic number 
assuming a i s  1. 1 5  is 0.030 w t %  o r  170 ppm (atomic). 
The resul t  is  in agreement  with measu re -  
7 and 
Similar correlations were observed on another specimen of GaAs 
The ze ro  of the x- ray  
The average T e  concen- 
8 
The concentration 
-6-  
I 
1 -  
0' 
B 
' C  
- .  
0 .  
Fig. 1 IR signal (solid line) and x-ray signal averaged 
over 400 scans (dotted line). 
increases  upward and x-ray intensity increases  
in the direction shown by the arrows. The x - ray  
signals in a )  and b) correspond to the wave length 
of Te  L 
levels 2' 3.4001. 
The IR intensity 
while in c) and d) they a r e  background 
- 7 -  
~ 
fluctuations correspond to about 1 division peak to peak o r  -52  ppm. The 
I ' Casey observed that cer ta in  parameters  such as the wave length of maximum 
intensity, width at half-maximum and the slope of the logarithm of the intensity 
estimated standard deviation in all t races  of Fig. 1 would correspond to 0 .2  
divisions with the counting ra te  and the time constant used. 
accuracy could be improved somewhat by sti l l  longer scanning t imes; however, 
improvement by a factor of 3 would require 60,000 seconds on both the line 
and the line plus background and probably represents  a practical  limit. 
The statist ical  
~ 
Also, the Te concentration determined by microanalysis appears  to exceed 
Variation in spectral  distribution of cathodoluminescence with 
7 4 
c a r r i e r  concentration in GaAs has  been investigated by Cusano and Casey . 
the c a r r i e r  concentration by - 50 ppm. Therefore ,  i t  appears  that precipi- 
I 9 
I tation of T e  as noted by Meieran in s imilar ly  doped specimens of GaAs is 
i Let ters  . 
on the low energy side can be used to indicate the c a r r i e r  concentration. 
the present work, measurements  on regions of high and low IR intensity showed 
no difference in spectral  distribution to within experimental accuracy ( -  30A). 
In 
0 
partly responsible for the decrease in IR intensity observed. 
This work has  been accepted for publication in Applied Physics 
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Electron Transport  and X-Rav Production in Solids 
Grant AF-AFOSR -496-66, Joint Services Electronics Program 
D. B. Brown 
During this report  period a technique developed elsewhere" has 
been modified and developed. 
physical processes  resulting when a 5-50 kev beam of electrons impinges 
on the surface of a specimen in the electron probe microanalyzer 
The method of attack has been as follows. 
for electron transport  has  been adapted f rom the work of Bethe e t  al. 
boundary conditions of this problem. 
ical solution on a computer. 
position, and angle of electrons in the specimen. 
promise in their ability to predict such things a s  the distribution in depth 
The problem is  the understanding of the 
3,495 
A form of the Boltzmann equation 
to the 
6 
The equation has been se t  up for  numer-  
The principal result  is a distribution in energy, 
These results have showed 
- 9- 
below the specimen surface of X-ray production, the fraction of electrons 
backscattered, and the energy distribution of backscattered electrons. It 
is expected that this approach w i l l  contribute to the understanding of electron 
transport  under these conditions and to the technique of quantitative analysis 
in the electron probe microanalyzer. 
We have been conducting a study of the theoretical formulae fo r  
electron scattering and retardation in an attempt to improve the physical 
model incorporated in the computer program. 
been modified and improved in the following ways: 
In addition, the program has  
3 
4 
5) 
It has  been adapted to the Honeywell 800 computer of the USC 
Computer Sciences Laboratory. 
Its running speed has been significantly increased through 
m o r e  efficient programming. 
The convenience of data input and output has been increased. 
As electrons scatter through the specimen they eventually lose 
their original collimation and become quite diffuse. 
has been modified so that it treats electron transport  with the 
diffusion equation rather  than the Boltzmann equation where 
this is permissible. 
running speed (because of a reduction in the number of variables 
treated) and leads to l e s s  trouble with difference equation instability. 
The form of the Boltzmann equation used implies that mos t  
scattering wi l l  be through small  angles. 
The program 
The use of a diffusion equation increases 
This approximation is 
- 10- 
I -  
deficient for sca t te re rs  of l o w  atomic number during the ear ly  
stages of electron travel. 
include a m o r e  elaborate and more  co r rec t  scattering mechanism 
during these ear ly  stages. 
A s  the electrons fa l l  in energy toward the excitation energy of the 
X - r a y  line being considered, some account should be taken of the 
fact  that energy straggling resul ts  in a distribution of electron 
energies around the calculated average; and, a s  a result ,  some 
electrons a r e  more  and some l e s s  effective as X-ray generators. 
A partial  account of this effect has  been included in the program. 
The program has  been modified to 
6 )  
3 
Castaing has  defined f(x), and absorption correction function, as 
the ratio of the x-radiation which escapes the specimen in a given direction 
to that which would have escaped in the absence of absorption. 
has  been measured for  X - r a y s ,  and it has  been of interest  to know whether 
the same absorption corrections can be applied to the production of recom- 
bination radiation in GaAs in the electron probe. 
above transport  equation program indicates that the X-ray curves a r e  indeed 
a good approximation to those applicable to this optical excitation. 
This function 
A calculation using the 
A key tool in quantitative analysis with the microprobe is the 
calibration curve relating the weight fraction of an  element A in an alloy to 
ratio: 
sa.xne line f rom a specimen of pure A. 
calibration curves using the transport equation program have been encouraging. 
the intensity of an X - r a y  line of A from the alloy/ the intensity of the 
Prel iminary efforts to calculate such 
-11- 
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Dielectric Constants and Infrared Absorption of GaSe 
Grant A F  -AFOSR -496 - 6 6 ,  Joint Se rvic e s  Electronic s Program 
W. G. Spitzer, P. C. Leung, G. Andermann 
In recent years  the 111-VI compound semiconductors such as GaSe, 
Gas,  and GaTe have attracted considerable attention. 
have been concerned with the crystal  s t ructure ,  the electr ical  transport  
properties,  and the optical properties in the vicinity of the fundamental 
absorption edge. 
presented for  the single phonon and some multiphonon latt ice absorption 
bands, the high frequency dielectric constant and the low frequency dielectric 
constant. In addition the low frequency dielectric constant w a s  determined 
b y  direct  capacitance measurements  of a thin specimen in a fully depleted 
Most  of the studies 
In the present  paper infrared measurements  of GaSe a r e  
-12- 
condition. 
The GaSe is a layer  structure in which each layer consists of four 
The outer planes a r e  close packed Se layers  and the inner parallel planes. 
planes a r e  close packed G a  layers . 
layers is predominantly Van der  W a a l s  although it has been suggested that 
there m a y  be a small ionic contribution There is 
general agreement that the 4 fold layer appears as in Fig. 1, where the 
2 3 -1 3 bonding has  been described as tetrahedral s p  for G a  and trigonal p for  
Se". There is some uncertainty as to the stacking of the 4 fold layers  with 
respect to one another. 
hereafter wil l  be re fer red  to as the c axis of the crystal. 
symmetry,  the electrical  and optical properties are expected to be isotropic 
when electric vector E l  c. 
1 
The bonding between each of the 4 fold 
2 
to the stacking energy. 
The line along the Ga-Ga bond is a tr iad axis  and 
Because of the 
3 
Early measurements  of the absorption edge placed the room temp- 
e ra ture  energy gap near  2.0 e V  with a temperature dependence of - -3.6 x 10 
eV/OK. However, other measurements showed structure on the leading edge 
similar to that seen in a number of III-V compound semiconductors and generally 
atrributed to exciton absorption. Later observations indicated that the s t ruc ture  
could be increased by cold working the mater ia l  and the possibility of other 
defect absorption has a lso  been suggested. 
preted 
indicated that the s t ructure  i s  due to exciton formation but where the c a r r i e r s  
a re  regarded as remaining within a layer . 
-4  
4 
5 
The most  recent work has  inter-  
697 the absorption edge as  due to direc t-forbidden transitions and 
8 
-13- 
Very little information is contained within the l i terature  concerning 
the values of the optical and static dielectric constants o r  the infrared lattice 
absorption of GaSe. 9 Bube and Lind reports  some unpublished work of 
H. E. MacDonald in which values were given of B = 7 - t 7 (static value) and 0 
c w  ranging f rom 4 . 7  to 3 . 4  depending upon sample purity. These authors 
a l so  indicated that thermal and photoionization measurements  for a level 
indicated a Franck-Condon shift which w a s  large compared to the shifts in 
CdS. 
for GaSe relative to that for CdS ( e w  - 6 . 3 ) .  However, other work indicates 
a room temperature reflectivity of -21% for  photon energies between 1.8 and 
1.0 eV. 
It w a s  observed that this was  in agreement with the lower value of 
8 
This corresponds to an  nm = 2 . 7  o r  c W =  7 . 3 ,  and i t  s eems  unlikely 
that the dispersion from the absorption edge could be la rge  enough to account fo r  
the difference between the quoted values. The e w  = 7 . 6  w a s  used, in the la t ter  
case ,  in the estimation of the exciton binding energy; however, the energy 
calculated i s  substantially grea te r  than the experimental estimate. 
9 Single crystals were grown by the method of Bube and Lind , with 
Samples were prepared by cleavage of very similar electrical  properties. 
thin layers  f rom the bulk single c rys ta l  surface. After some practice it w a s  
possible to obtain a reas  of constant thicknesses severa l  mm on a side and as 
thin as l p .  
because of difficulty in contacting the mater ia l  properly,  the c a r r i e r  concen- 
Since ordinary Hall measurements  were found to be unreliable 
tration w a s  obtained f rom the same  measurements  used to determine the 
dielectric constant. 
Since many measurements  were to be made  with Au electrodes,  it 
- 14- 
, -  
w a s  important to understand the Au-GaSe contact. 
formed a blocking contact on the p-type GaSe, and the I-V character is t ic  
indicated a ba r r i e r  height of 0. 52 eV. 
with a very thin gold electrode is shown in Fig.  2. 
height of 0. 52 eV is also obtained 
I t  w a s  found that the Au 
The photoresponse of a similar sample 
F r o m  this plot a ba r r i e r  
10 . 
Capacitance samples were made on cleaved layers  1-2p  in thickness, 
as measured by the infrared channel spectrum. 
a Au film approximately 1000 A thick was deposited by vacuum evaporation. 
On one ent i re  side of the layer ,  
0 
On the opposite side Au electrodes approximately 1 mm square were likewise 
evaporated. 
layer could be expanded. 
l e l  loss  conductance of a sample 1 . 7 5 ~  thick. 
By applying a reverse  bias to the small electrode, the depletion 
Figure 3 shows the capacitance and effective paral-  
As the bias is increased the 
capacitance decreases  in the normal manner  due to the widened depletion 
layer. 
depleted GaSe) through which the displacement current  mus t  flow. 
approximately 2. 5 V,  the depletion layer reaches the back electrode, the 
The loss  decreases  due to the smaller  amount of loss  mater ia l  (un- 
At 
capacitance becomes independent of bias, and the loss drops to a low, con- 
stant value. F rom this punched-through value of the capacitance and the 
sample dimensions the low frequency dielectric constant w a s  found to be 
8.0 - t 0 . 3 .  Using the voltage required for punch through plus the ba r r i e r  
height and the sample thickness, the net acceptor concentration was  calcu- 
lated to be 3 x 10 cm . At voltages lower than punch through, the 15 -3 
capacitance and loss  were both strong functions of frequency, suggesting an 
equivalent circuit  m o r e  complicated than the simple parallel R C  given by 
-15- 
O N E  4 FOLD LAYER O F  GaSe W H E R E  Ga AND 0 Se 
Figure 1 
25 
20 
w 1 IO  
X 
5 
0 
I 1 I I I 1 1 
B 
Figure 2. Square root of photoresponse per  incident photon (arbi t rary 
units) vs. photon energy, indicating a b a r r i e r  height of 0. 52 
eV; sample w a s  Au on p-type GaSc. 
-16-  
the bridge. 
s e r i e s  with the depleted layer .  
possible to obtain meaningful C vs. V curves without fully depleting the 
sample. 
the c a r r i e r s  could be frozen out. 
of approximately an order  of magnitude w a s  observed, this w a s  s t i l l  not 
sufficient to obtain meaningful capacitance data without punch through. 
This behavior i s  to be expected of an un-depleted layer in 
However, because of this effect it was 
Several  samples were measured a t  4.2OK where it w a s  hoped that 
Although an increase in the resistivity 
The room temperature reflectivity a t  near  normal incidence w a s  
measured for a sample with the c axis in the surface. 
shown in Figs.  4 and 5 were made on the same sample surface with radiation 
polarized EIlc and El c f rom v = 1200 cm 
were found to vary  -10% of the reflectivity between different samples largely 
due to the difficulties in surface preparation. 
with the c axis normal to the surface were prepared by cleaving, they would 
permit  only E l  c measurements. 
with those indicated above. 
t r ical  E 
The measurements 
-1 -1 
to v = 216 cm . The results 
While better large a rea  surfaces 
These measurements were in agreement 
As discussed in the previous section, the elec- 
measurements  could be made only fo r  the Ellc case. 0 
The reflectivity data of Figures  4 and 5 a r e  fitted in each case  by 
using the single frequency classical  dispersion model with frequency inde- 
pendent damping. This model has been discussed extensively by a number 
of authors . The optical constants, n and k, a r e  calculated as functions of 
v f rom the damped oscillator model by assuming values for E - ,  v y , and 
4n p ,  where v is the resonance frequency which corresponds to a n  infrared 
active t ransverse  optic phonon of near  zero wave vector, y is the frequency 
11 
0 ’  
0 
-17- 
Figure 3 .  Capacitance and effective parallel conductance 
of Au-GaSe -Au sample exhibiting punch- through 
(see text). 
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F i g u r e  4. Room temperature reflectivity of Case with El\ C. 
crosses  are the experimental points, and the curve is 
the reflectivity calculated with the dispersion param- 
eters of Table 1 .  
The 
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. independent damping constant, and 4np is the resonance strength. The 
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-1  -1 
optical constants a r e  then used to calculate the reflectivity. 
obtained to the data a r e  shown by the curves in F igures  4 and 5 and the 
The best  f i ts  
dispersion parameters  given in Table 1. It may be noted that while 
TABLE 1 
E l c  Ell c 
resonances occur a t  close to the same  frequency, the 4np for  Ellc is l e s s  
than 1 /3  of the value for E l c .  
there  was a small component of E l  c in the Ell c measurement  (for the extreme 
r a y s  E made an angle of 12 
nent by a factor of 2 produced no significant change in the reflectivity for  the 
Ellc in Fig. 4. 
value of 8 .0  t 0.3 obtained from the low frequency capacitance measurements.  
Because of the geometry of the optical system 
0 with the c axis). Reduction of this E l  c compo- 
In addition, the B = 7.6 is  in satisfactory agreement with the 0 
- 
11 
A s  discussed by previous authors , while the fitting of the reflec- 
tivity data i s  capable of considerable accuracy, the limitation in the present 
measurements  is the accuracy of the reflectivity measurements  themselves. 
-19- 
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F o r  example a change in RQ3 (reflectivity for  v where c = e - )  from 23. 7 %  
to 21. 1% changes ca f rom 8.4  to 7 . 3 .  Because of the previously mentioned 
difficulties in surface preparation the dispersion parameters  for  E I C  were 
a lso determined from channel spectra.  In this case  the transmission of a 
7.06 X 10 c m  sample with cleaved sur faces  w a s  measured from 1356 to 
-1  
320 cm 
-3  
and 41 fringe maxima were observed. The frequencies of the 
maximurn points are  indicated in Fig. 6. 
w a s  the same a s  one previously described 
The method used to fit the fringes 
12 
but with only the lattice te rm 
taken into account, i. e. 
The dispersion from the absorption edge is neglected since the largest  f r e -  
quency used here  is m o r e  than an order  of magnitude l e s s  than the edge 
frequency. The free c a r r i e r  susceptibility te rm is omitted as samples of 
similar electrical  properties and of considerably grea te r  thickness shown 
no evidence of f ree  c a r r i e r  absorption. 
electrical  measurements which indicated c a r r i e r  concentrations - 10 cm . 
The dispersion parameters  used to obtain the calculated curve of Fig. 6 a r e  
This is a lso consistent with the 
15 - 3  
2 -1 na, = 7.45, 4np = 2.35, v = 230.7 c m  , 
0 
and 
E = 9.80 . 
0 
-20- 
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Figure 5. R o o m  temperature reflectivity of GaSe with E I C .  
The crosses  are  the experimental points, and the 
curve is the reflectivity calculated with the dispersion 
parameters of Table 1. 
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Figure 6 .  The points are the fringe maxima as  measured for 
a 7 - 0 6  x l o 3  c m  thick sample with EIC. 
curve is calculated as  described in the text. 
The 
-21-  
These a r e  regarded as m o r e  accurate values than those of Table 1 for 
E I C .  
F igures  7 and 8 show the transmission data for  a number of samples 
of different thickness. 
samples but the thickest one had cleaved surfaces.  
had polished surfaces with the c axis in the surface. 
comparison of the E(\ c and EL c curves for  this same sample. It may be 
noted that because of the lower value of 4np for  Ellc (see Table 1) the two 
curves of Fig. 6 show considerable difference in absorption between 300 
and 400 c m  
sence of several  absorption bands between 400 and 510 c m  
probably combination bands involving the optical branches of the phonon 
spectrum as they occur a t  frequencies in the range near  2v 
an assignment of phonon energies f rom the absorption measurements  would 
require  a m o r e  detailed study than that presented here .  
All of the data of Figure 7 a r e  f o r  E l  c and all 
The thickest sample 
Figure 8 shows the 
-1 . The transmission for  both polarizations indicate the pre-  
. These a r e  -1 
To  attempt 
0' 
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Local Mode AbsorDtion of A1 and P in GaAs 
Grant No. AF-AFOSR -496-66, Joint Services  Electronics Program 
W. G. Spitzer, 0. G. Lorimor 
There  have been a number of recent experimental and theoretical 
1 
studies of infrared absorption by local vibrational modes in crystals  . 
of these investigations were directed toward the study of lithium modes in 
GaAs and substitutional A1 and P in GaSb . 
impurity introduced a single absorption band. 
overtone (n = 0 - n = 2)  transition w a s  observed. 
w i s h  to report  the observation of the n = 0 c, n = 2 transitions for both A1 
and P impurities in GaAs. 
TWO 
2 3 
In the A1 and P cases  each 
N o  evidence for the f i r s t  
In the present  work w e  
F igure  la and l b  show the bands due to the A1 and P respectively 
while the sample i s  in contact with a liquid nitrogen cooled mount. 
liquid nitrogen and room temperature  the absorption peak positions shift 
Between 
-24 -  
100 
IO 
-It- 
- 
340 350 360 370 
i 
340 350 360 370 
Fig. 1 .  Liquid nitrogen temperature absorption peaks due to 
substitutional impurities in GaAs; a)  Sample contains 69 
parts per million of aluminum; b) Sample contains 140 
parts per million of phosphorus. 
- 2  5- 
-1 -1 -1 
f rom 362 cm to 359 cm fo r  the A1 and 355 c m  for  P. Similar shifts 
were  reported fo r  these same impurit ies in GaSb. 
0 
A1 and Ga have the same tetrahedral covalent radi i  (1.26 A) ,  and 
3 -1 
hence, following the arguments of Hayes , w e  expect the 362 c m  local 
mode frequency to be close to the optical mode frequency in AlAs. 
f igure available for the la t ter  is 356 cm 
close to that of A s  (1.18 A) and the localmode frequency of 353 c m  
The best  
-1 4 0 . The P radius (1. 10 A) is also 
com- 
0 -1 
-1 - 
pares  with the t ransverse optic (near q = 0) value of 366 cm for G a p .  
-1 
The observation that the local mode frequency is below 366 c m  
agreement  with the measurements  of Chen and Pearson on GaAs 
is in 
p . 1-x x 
5 
-1 
Local mode frequencies of 374 and 368 c m  for  A1 and P in GaAs 
6 
are  calculated by using the theory of Dawber and Elliott . 
theoretical calculations a r e  based on the silicon phonon dispersion curves , 
the single phonon density of s ta tes  curves for Si and GaAs a r e  very similar . 
The agreement here is a s  good as the agreement for  the boron local mode 
frequency in boron-doped silicon . 
Although the 
7 
8 
Figure 2 shows the height of the absorption band a t  liquid nitrogen 
Many of the A1 samples temperature a s  a function of the impurity content. 
and both of the P samples were lithium diffused to effect e lectr ical  compen- 
sation. 
the lithium content. 
lithium diffused. 
source m a s s  spectrometer analysis 
However, in neither case  is the height of the band correlated with 
The encircled point is for a sample which w a s  not 
The impurity concentrations were  obtained f rom spark  
9 
of samples f rom the same portion of 
-26- 
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~ 
the ingot as those u s e d  f o r  the optical measurements.  Note that the points 
With tetrahedral symmetry the n = 0 n = 2 overtones a r e  s y m -  
10 
me t ry  allowed and have been previously observed for B in Si  
present ca se  bands a r e  present  a t  722 c m  
and 718 c m  
nitrogen temperature) in a P doped sample. 
. In the 
-1 
(liquid nitrogen temperature) 
-1  -1 
(300'K) in the A1 doped samples and a t  709 cm (liquid 
~ 
The rat io  of the height of the 
for  both impurities fall close to a straight line of slope 1, in agreement 
with the theory of Dawber and Elliott. 
P bands a r e  very nearly the same, the - [ a d u is the same for  both 
impurities where N is the impurity concentration. 
bands can be used to detect impurity concentrations as low as - 5 x 10 
Since the half-widths of the A1 and 
1 
N .) 
Measurements of these 
cm 
16 -3 . 
absorption coefficient of the local mode band to the first overtone band is 
an=O- 1 3 2 
a n = ~ - 2  
- 1.2 x 10 for P and 4 x 10 for Al. 
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E. III-V Compound Semiconductors and Their Alloys 
Grant AF-AFOSR-496-66, Joint Services Electronics Program 
J. M. Whelan 
Experimental facilities a r e  in the construction stage for  the 
growth of epitaxial films, purification of reagents used fo r  their synthesis,  
and measurement  of the optical properties of the films. Some delays have 
been experienced in developing improved techniques for  minimizing contam- 
ination sources in the growth equipment, An apparatus utilizing fiber optics 
has  been designed for  measuring optical absorption coefficients and photo 
luminescence. 
gence of a transmitted beam be as small as possible. 
techniques have been developed fo r  fiber bundles with sloped ends to match 
the sample s izes  and spectrometer sl i t .  
intensity of transmitted light 8O off axis is less  than 50% of maximum for  
incident light having an 8O divergence. 
45O for  commercial  f iber bundles of equal length. 
The crit ical  requirement of the fiber optics is  that the diver-  
Suitable polishing 
For  a bundle 36 inches long, the 
This compares with approximately 
-29- 
1.2 MAGNETISM 
A. Ferromagnetic Resonance in Doped YIG Crystals  
Grant AF-AFOSR -496 -66 ,  Joint Services Electronics Program 
T. Hartwick, J. Smit 
In this report  period a new magnetic effect, magnetic annealing 
by electronic motion, has  been identified in which the magnetic properties 
a r e  affected by cooling the sample in a magnetic field. This effect ,  found 
in  YIG crystals  doped with F e  
made on the impurity energy level scheme which is difficult to determine 
2t 
ions, has permitted a good check to be 
in any other experiments. 
that electron diffusion can produce magnetic annealing . 
Other experiments in cobalt f e r r i t e  have shown 
1 
The last progress  report  discussed the ground s ta te  orbital 
2t 2t 
o r  F e  doublet configuration which can occur for Co ions and the experi-  
ments indicated that this impurity level system did exist in c rys ta l s  with 
both ions present. 
2t 
The present experiments on c rys ta l s  with only F e  
ions, Y 2 ,  8Fe  Si 0 by spectroscopic analysis,  show clearly 
that F e  In Figure 1 is shown 
the field for resonance H 
resonance line shape is somewhat obscurbed by additional modes (probably 
magnetostatic modes) resulting in inaccurate AH, dependence on direction 
5. 1 0.18co0.00 12 
2t 
ions have the orbital doublet configuration. 
and line width AH as T + Oo. Although the 
R 
3 
w a s  not cri t ical  and, hence,  not explainable by near  energy level crossings . 
Upon cooling in H 
tion in line width is found. 
just large enough to saturate  the materia1,a la rge  reduc- 
a 
0 
It is concluded that the la rge  AH value a t  4.2 K 
-30- 
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that reproduces the sphere domain pattern, effectively making the sample 
applied during cooling is obtained from a local magnetic ordering 
a 
inhomogeneous. 
Figure 2 f rom the variation of H 
A m o r e  striking display of the annealing effect is seen in 
with 9 in a (110) plane with 3 orientations R ' '11' the uniaxial induced , H ' lo and H . F o r  H 100 111 a a a a of applied field H 
anisotropy becomes as  large o r  la rger  than cubic terms.  
e r r o r  in H 
field direction changes in the course of making measurements.  
Some smal l  
can be noticed and comes from slight de-annealing as the R 
An interpretation of this data can be made from the energy level 
ion for which the variation of E with 0 is shown 
2 t  4 
configuration of the F e  
(Figure 3). 
s i tes  in YIG associated with the four body diagonals of the unit cell  with 
two s i tes  having an energy degeneracy in the (110) plane. (The c o r r e s -  
pondence is  Site A - r1111, Site B - r i l l l ,  Site C - [ l l i l ,  and Site D - 
[ 1711). 
magnetic anisotropy and annealing in CoxFe3-x04. 
0 2 t  
annealing takes place at  T - 400 K and a r i s e s  f rom Go 
There a r e  3 sets  of curves corresponding to four inequivalent 
4 
Slonczewski has  used the same configuration to explain the 
However, there the 
ion t ransfer  to 
54.7O - 
a si te  with lowest energy according to Figure 3. F o r  example, H - a 
Hill 
would induce ion transfer to s i te  A. In the present  case  the ion 
a 
3 t  
s i te  A 
transfer a lso takes place but by electron t ransfer ,  e. g . ,  F e  t2 
+ F e  
t F e  
s i te  C 
2 t  . This explains why the annealing only occurs a t  low 3 t  s i te  C Fesite A 
temperatures since electrons remain mobile a f te r  ordinary ion motion 
ceases ,  
The variation of HR with 0 can be deduced from the generalized 
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5 
resonance expression , ignoring the smaller  "pure Y IG" anisotropy 
energy: 
110 
a F o r  H one expects the 
a2E 
a e 2  
but very roughly H cor re la tes  w i t h  - R .  
0 
A and C s i tes  to be populated and thus a large value of H 
145.3 
a t  0 =  35.3 , 
coinciding with the sharp peaks in the E(8) curve; similarly for 
R 
0 
100 
a H 
peak a t  9 =  90 
2B. Finally, for H 
145.3 
quantitative check has  not yet been possible due to the de-annealing and 
the inability to quickly quench from a fixed low temperature. At T = 4.2OK 
'lo decays is of order  20 minutes but the characterist ic time with which H 
the decay does not follow an exponential law.  
one expects the same  two peaks from the A and C sites plus a l a r g e  
0 
f rom the B t D sites all of which a r e  observed in Figure 
0 
(9 = 54.7 ) a large peak is expected for only 8 = 111 a 
0 as seen in Figure 2C. Good qualitative agreement  is found but a 
R 
The above experiments represent  a good s t a r t  toward understanding 
Cot2 and Fe+2 ions in YIG andmay  explain the curious increase in AH as 
T -, Oo fo r  Int3 doped YIG . 
period to find m o r e  quantiative agreement  and to measure  G o  
6 
Experiments wi l l  be continued in the next 
2+ 
doped 
sample. 
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B. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance in Ferromagnetic Alloys 
Grant AF-AFOSR -496-66, Joint Services  Electronics Program 
S .  Ogawa 
NMR is a useful tool for  the study of the internal magnetic 
fields of ferromagnetic compounds. 
mined by the magnitude of the static magnetic field a t  the nucleus. In the 
case  of ferromagnetic mater ia l s  this field appears  to be much la rger  than 
the externally applied field and is of the order  of severa l  hundred thousand 
gauss. 
nuclei and in fractions for  different s ta tes  of mater ia l s .  
experimental findings in slightly different s ta tes  of the ma te r i a l ,  i t  is 
possible to get useful information about the magnetic s ta te  of the various 
constituent ions of the mater ia l .  
The resonance frequency is deter-  
The value of this field var ies  in severa l  factors  for  different atomic 
By comparing the 
a) As  w a s  reported before,  the NMR frequencies of Mn and Cu nuclei in 
the Ferromagnetic Heusler Alloy (Cu MnA1) do not have the same  temper- 2 
a tu re  dependences. To get m o r e  information to solve this unexpected 
-36- 
result  the sign of the internal field a t  these nuclei was measured  by 
applying an external magnetic field. Measurements were made a t  liquid 
nitrogen temperature to maintain a large signal to noise ratio since the 
resonance signal mainly comes from the domain w a l l s  which become 
swept away as the external field is applied. 
for  both isotopes were negative, that means increasing external magnetic 
field decreases  the resonance frequency. 
has a maximum a t  a field of about two thousand gauss which is related to 
the change in the reversible permeability (see Figure 1). A similar study 
for  nonmagnetic atoms such as Cu, A1 and Si surrounded by ferromagnetic 
neighbors has been s tar ted in order to study the interaction mechanism in 
magnetic alloys and compare this with the result  for  the Heusler Alloy. 
The signs of the internal field 
The intensity of the resonance line 
The following equipment for preparing various kinds of alloys has  
been constructed: an induction melting system, a tube furnace for  annealing 
in vacuum or  hydrogen atmosphere, a vacuum system which extends down 
to 10 
a fine powder of alloys of around 100 microns particle size. The resonance 
frequencies for N i  and Fe nuclei in their alloys fall between 20 Mc to 50Mc. 
The resonance of F e  
room temperature with the new spin echo apparatus. 
-6 mm Hg for the reduction of oxides, and a grinding machine to make 
57 in pure sponge powdered iron has been observed a t  
b) The Europium chalcogenides and its derived compounds with another 
r a r e  earth element a r e  being studied. 
duction and co re  electrons will be  obtained from the investigation of the 
The separate contributions of con- 
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internal field of the r a r e  ear th  atoms. 
temperature (EuO 70°K, EuS 16'K, EuSe 6OK). 
dewar which has  a finger a t  the bottom to contain the sample, w a s  made. 
The coils for transmission and detection of radio frequency power a r e  
attached outside of the finger and cooled with liquid nitrogen bath. 
These compounds have low cur ie  
Accordingly a special 
A tentative experiment w a s  done with five g rams  of EuS, but 
expected resonance line has  not been observed. 
experiment is considered to be caused partly by 1) mater ia l  which is not 
stoichiometric and which shows weak characterist ic lines by x-ray diffrac- 
tion and 2) partly by insufficient radio frequency power transmission. 
The failure of this tentative 
-39-  
1.3 CRYSTALS 
A. Defect Chemistry of CdS 
Grant AF-AFOSR-496-66, Joint Services Electronics Program 
F. A. K r o g e r ,  S. Pruss in  
The attempts to measu re  both the Hall effect and the resistivity 
of CdS crys ta l s  in equilibrium with cadmium vapor a t  high temperature have 
been continued. Improvement of the method of maintaining well-defined 
cadmium pressures  f o r  a long time as described in the previous progress  
repor t  has made i t  possible to keep a c rys ta l  in the apparatus under cadmium 
pres su re  and ca r ry  out measurements  on i t  for severa l  weeks. 
0 
Measurements at  800 C show a conductivity independent of the 
cadmium pressure  f rom 0.1 - 1 a h ,  indicating the presence of donors in 
1 7  -3 
concentrations varying f rom 3 x 10 c m  in c rys ta l s  f rom one batch ( R )  
16  -3  to 3 x 10 c m  
sents the purest  CdS available to date. 
for c rys ta l s  f rom another batch (E. P. ). The latter r ep re -  
The concentrations given agree  
closely with the concentrations of foreign donors (mainly Al) found in the 
c rys ta l s  by mass  spectrographic analysis. 
0 
At  lower temperatures  (700, 600 C) lower electron concentra- 
tions and conductivities a r e  found, varying with the cadmium pres su re  
a pCd, with m,4. This suggests precipitation of the foreign donors. 
Other authors,  observing a similar behavior, have attr ibuted i t  to the 
formation of native interstitial Cd donors. This  is probably not correct .  
Heating in vacuum at T - > 400 C leads to a quick loss  of the conductivity 
m 
0 
-40- 
. 
(as also found by other workers). 
indicated that equilibrium throughout the sample w a s  quickly reached. 
It w a s  concluded initially that this 
This proved to be not cor rec t ;  the loss  of conduction i s  due to the forma- 
tion of a thin high-resistivity surface layer ,  which makes it difficult to 
pass cur ren t  through the sample even when the inside of the crystal  is 
still conducting. 
of thickness w l  mm may be as long as 24 hours a t  600 C and 7 hours a t  
800 C. 
tions which make it possible to check whether equilibrium is reached. 
Times needed to reach equilibrium throughout a c rys ta l  
0 
0 
This makes it necessary to repeat the experiments under condi- 
Work along these lines is in progress. 
B. Ionic Conductivity in High-Resis tivity CdS 
Contract AF-AFOSR -986-66, Directorate of Chemical Sciences 
F. A. Kroger, D. Yuan 
CdS prepared in cadmium vapor of varying, relatively high 
> 0.01 atm) is  a n  n-type semiconductor. When prepared activity (p 
under a lower Cd pressure  i t  is a high-resisitivity semiconductor o r  even 
a n  insulator. Attempts will be made to show the presence of small ionic 
contributions to the conductivity by means of high-temperature measure-  
ments  on a cel l  of the type 
Cd - 
G, S2/ CdS / C, Cd 
which should given an emf equal to 
-41 - 
AG E = -ti nF 
t. being the ionic transport  number, F the Faraday number,  n the number 
of charges  carr ied by  the migrating defect, and AG the f ree  enthalpy of the 
reaction 
1 
Cd + S2 CdS ; AG 
Apparatus for  this type of measurement  is being constructed. 
C. Optical Propert ies  of Bromine-Rich AgBr 
Contract AF-AFOSR - 986- 66, Directorate of Chemical Sc iences 
F. A. Kroger, P. B. P. Phipps 
A pumping system has been built and a n  apparatus has been 
constructed which makes  i t  possible to study the optical absorption and the 
photoconductivity of AgBr in equilibrium with a variable bromine p res su re  
a t  temperatures  up to the melting point. 
manner  the concentrations of f r ee  holes and non-ionized native acceptor 
The goal is to determine in this 
X 
centers  (V 1. 
Ag 
A Zeiss double monochromator has  been purchased; an optical 
bench and stands for light source and detector a r e  under construction. 
-42- 
. 
D. Theory of Metallic Einding 
Grant AF-AFOSR -496-66, Joint Services Electronics Program 
L. Kleinman 
The f i r s t  in a ser ies  of papers on the theory 
w a s  completed and accepted for  publication by The Phys 
demonstrated that the orthogonalized plane wave method 
of metallic binding 
cal Review. W e  
y ie Id s bind in g 
energies,  equilibrium lattice constants, and bulk moduli for meta ls  (alumi- 
num in particular)  in as good agreement with experiment, as do the cellular 
methods. 
to the use of incorrect core  eigenvalues; one must  a lso be careful not to 
double count certain interactions. There appear to be uncertainties in the 
exchange and correlation contributions to the energy much la rger  than the 
e r r o r  in the calculated binding energy (for either OPW o r  cellular calcula- 
tions). 
a screened Hartree-Fock crystal  calculation were discussed in an appendix 
to the paper and we have initiated the f i r s t  complete self-consistent Hartree 
Fock crystal  calculation which when completed will put c rys ta l  calculations 
on a par with atomic calculations. 
The failure of other workers to achieve good agreement  is due 
The probable effects of eliminating some of these uncertainties with 
Work on pseudopotential calculations of the energy bands of SnTe, 
Bi and Sb was initiated. 
ments  of atoms in strained exagonal close packed metals  w a s  completed 
and the band contributions a r e  now being calculated. Calculations of the 
phonon dispersion curves of A1 using a one parameter pseudopotential were 
initiated. 
The electrostatic contribution to inner displace- 
-43 - 
1.4 SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 
A. Type I1 Superconductivity 
Contract AT (1 1 - 1)- 113# 16, Atomic Energy Commission 
M.A. R. LeBlanc, D. J.Griffiths, B. C. Belanger, C. T.M. Chang, 
H.C. Mattes 
a)  Evidence for the existence of a surface sheath capable of supporting 
appreciable induced cur ren ts  throughout the mixed state in nonideal type I1 
superconductors has been obtained. 
has  been predicted recently 
The existence of such a surface sheath 
1 
f rom solution of the Ginzburg-Landau equations 
The initial portion of minor c2' 
in fields lower than the upper cr i t ical  field H 
hysteresis  loops in wires of NbTa is seen to exhibit complete flux shielding 
or  flux trapping o v e r  a n  appreciable range of change of axial field. 
these observations we can also deduce that, in a semi-reversible  type I1 
superconductor which cooled through Tc in the presence of a stationary 
F rom 
longitudinal magnetic field, a macroscopic cur ren t  is flowing in this surface 
sheath and a macroscopic diamagnetic cur ren t  is flowing in the bulk of the 
spec im en. 
b) The concept of the cr i t ical  s ta te  due to Bean, Kim and Anderson has  
been very  useful in understanding the magnetic behavior of nonideal type I1 
superconductors. A detailed study of the magnetization curves  of NbTa as 
a function of magnetic field and temperature his tory reveals  significant 
deviations f rom the predictions of this model. In par t icular ,  as  shown in 
Figure 1, the remanent magnetization versus  the maximum field impressed 
-44- 
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on the sample is found to exhibit resonance-like behavior. Fur ther ,  the 
remanent magnetization is seen to depend on the procedure followed in 
trapping the flux in the specimen. According to the cr i t ical  s ta te  model, 
the remanent magnetization should attain a saturation plateau. 
for  this plateau should be independent of procedure for a given specimen 
and temperature, Our work indicates that this model m u s t  be modified. 
We can qualitatively interpret  our observations by retaining the cr i t ical  
The value 
state picture but adding a feature originally suggested by Saint James  and 
de Gennes. W e  suggest that superconductivity pers i s t s  above H or  f i r s t  c2 
appears below H in isolated internal surfaces as well as a t  the physical c3 
surface of the specimen. These internal nucleation s i tes  possibly c o r r e s -  
pond with grain boundaries. In these regions, as in the surface sheath, flux 
exists in continuous rather  than in discrete  form. The thickness, the order  
= 
c l '  parameter  and the diagmagnetism of these regions increase as < B> < H 
These nucleation s i tes  a r e  inoperative in a sample which cools through Tc 
in H = 0 when the applied field remains less  than H hence flux i s  m o r e  
readily pinned by imperfections down to zero field. However, supercon- 
c2 '  
ductivity f i r s t  appears in these regions in a sample which is allowed to 
cool through Tc in H 
due to the Meissner pressure  of these regions when <B> is lowered below 
< H < Hc3. Thus flux is expelled from the specimen c l  = ==: 
Hcl '  
c )  We have found that a very nonideal type I1 superconductor (e. g. Nb3Zr) 
exhibits considerable cri t ical  cur ren t  degradation f o r  cur ren ts  of very low 
frequency but of varying polarity in static longitudinal magnetic fields . 3 
-46- 
observed when the 
CA' Figure 2 shows the cr i t ical  current,  denoted I 
current  is  increased continuously until quenching occurs. The cr i t ical  
current ,  denoted I / ,  is observed when, previously, the conduction cur ren t  
C 
This pro- 
The degradation 
CA' w a s  cycled once in the opposite direction to a value near I 
cedure is shown schematically in the inset of Figure 3. 
of the cri t ical  current  which appears when the polarity of the cur ren t  during 
the cycle is opposite to that subsequently impressed is seen to depend on the 
Figure 3 shows the typical dependence of I' on 
C 
amplitude of the cycle. 
. It  is clear that mus t  exceed a threshold value, denoted I in order  
IM ZM T '  
The open c i rc les  of Figure 2 give 
CA' that I' be degraded with respect to I C 
the threshold current  determined a t  various fields. 
The solid curve of Figure 3 shows the result  expected f rom the 
model we have proposed to account fo r  our observations. 
this model, a substantial fraction of the conduction current  flows in a 
surface sheath. 
form rather than in "discrete"fi1aments. 
does not apply to this surface sheath and the self-field configurations asso-  
ciated with currents  I < I 
cur ren t  alternates. However when I exceeds I a helical configuration 
of f l u x  is  established in the core o r  bulk of the wire. 
helical  flux in the core  remains trapped or  pinned as the current  is removed 
since the specimen seeks to maintain the existing flux configuration. 
cur ren t  of opposite polarity is  increased, a destruction of this pinned flux 
m u s t  occur and can lead to premature quenching. 
According to 
In this surface sheath, magnetic flux exists in "continuous" 
Thus the concept of flux pinning 
can adjust smoothly as the polarity of the T '  
T '  
Some or  mos t  of this 
As a 
According to this picture, 
, 
-47- 
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the threshold amplitude I 
m e a s u r e s  the longitudinal cur ren t  carrying capacity of a surface sheath 
required f o r  the abrupt onset of degradation T 
existing throughout the mixed state. 
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F igure  Captions 
F igure  1. 
Figure 2. 
Figure 3. 
Remanent magnetization a t  H = 0 versus  applied axial magnetic 
field when sample cools through Tc to 4.2OK (x data points) and 
versus  axial magnetic field applied to sample af ter  cooling 
through T, to 4.2OK a t  H = 0 (. data points). 
0. 125 cm dia wire of NbTa. 
Specimen is a 
Various cr i t ical  cur ren ts  versus axial magnetic field. 
is observed when I is increased continuously until quenching 
occurs ,  
opposite direction to a value near  ICA. 
data such as presented in Figure 3. 
in the same quadrant for  ease of comparison and economy of space. 
ICA 
1; is observed af ter  a cycle of the cur ren t  in the 
IT is determined f rom 
IC*, IT and Id a r e  presented 
The dependence of 1; on IM. 
curren t  during the cycle preceding the determination of Id. 
The polarity of IM is opposite to that of Id. 
theoretical behavior obtained f rom surface sheath model dis - 
cussed in text. T w6.40K, H = 4.2 kG, H//I. 
lead to degradation of the cri t ical  cu r ren t  when the amplitude 
IM exceeds a threshold value IT. 
IM denotes the amplitude of the 
Solid curve shows 
Inset: Schematic display of the cycles  of the cur ren t  which 
- 50- 
B. Superconducting Thin Fi lms as Microwave Circuit  Elements 
Grant AF-AFOSR -496-66, Joint Services Electronics Program 
R .  J. Pedersen,  Z .  A. Kaprielian 
a )  In the l a s t  progress  repor t  it was brought out that the very thin tin films 
measured (approximately 50 A) did not behave precisely a s  predicted by the 
0 
BCS theory. In addition to temperature dependent res is tance and inductance 
as predicted, there w a s  a capcitive effect which w a s  discernable pr imari ly  
f rom the reflection coefficient phase angle. 
that the capacitive effects were introduced because the films were not 
A possible explanation w a s  
uniform but consisted of small  agglomerates separated by small gaps in 
which tunneling could take place. To tes t  this hypothesis, masks  w e r e  
made to deposit contacts and a post type film on the substrate  so that dc 
measurements  could be  made. These dc measurements  could not be made 
on the uniform f i l m s  because contact i s  made to the fi lm on the four wave- 
guide wal l s .  Material  w a s  accumulated to make a solenoid external to the 
experimental chamber. Since a magnetic field would be a useful diagnostic 
tool especially if islands are close enough for Josephson tunneling, experi- 
ments  were discontinued until the magnet could be wound. 
b) A Josephson junction consists of two superconductors separated by a 
thin dielectric approximately 10 A thick. The superconductors a r e  thus 
0 
in close enough proximity that a definite phase relationship exists between 
wave functions describing electron pairs  on each side of the insulating 
ba r r i e r .  These electron pair correlations give r i s e  to dc and ac  super-  
cur ren ts  which f low through the insulator and a r e  known as the dc and a c  
-51- 
Josephson effects. 
across  the bar r ie r  without experiencing a voltage drop as  would appear 
in a normal res is tor .  The maximum curren t  is sensitive to magnetic 
field since the field affects the relative phase of the wave functions on 
each side of the junction. The ac effect consists of oscillating currents  
in the insulator w i t h  a frequency which is linearly related to the applied 
dc voltage. 
oscillating currents  lead to radiation from the junction which m a y  be 
detected. 
The dc effect consists of a direct  cur ren t  flowing 
(483.6 MHz for each microvolt of applied voltage). These 
Josephson junctions were fabricated by vacuum depositing a thin 
f i l m  of tin (about 2000 A thick) on to a glass substrate and oxidizing this 
f i l m  in an oven at 110 C to form the thin insulating bar r ie r .  The junction 
was completed by then depositing a second tin f i l m  over the f i rs t .  
ments were made in liquid helium of a number of samples to determine the 
current-voltage relationship existing in the bar r ie r .  
peculiar properties indicative of short  circuits. 
Josephson current  and cur ren t  spikes a t  finite voltages indicative of self-  
detection of a c  Josephson currents .  
Radiation w a s  observed at 10 GHz when a film w a s  cur ren t  biased on a 
spike a t  21 microvolts. 
and the direct  current  bias w a s  1 mill iampere.  
thus generated with a 2 x 10 
of 5 x 10 
using a Josephson junction as a microwave circui t  element. 
0 
0 
Measure-  
Most junctions showed 
Several  showed definite 
These spikes extended out to 500 GHz. 
- 12 
The detected power level w a s  about 10 watts 
This x-band signal w a s  
-8 
watt input for  a dc to ac  conversion efficiency 
- 5  . This efficiency points up one of the problems associated with 
The junctions 
-52- 
have such a low impedance that it is difficult to  obtain a good match to  
normal waveguides. 
During the next report  period, it is planned t o  complete experiments 
to determine the nature of the capacitive effect in uniform thin supercon- 
ducting films and thus to terminate that portion of the project. It is a l so  
planned to  begin a n  analysis of Josephson junctions to analyze the mode 
s t ructure  and to  seek ways to improve the match to external c i rcui t ry  
for  grea te r  power output. 
- 5 3 -  
11. APPLIED ELECTROMAGNETICS AND PLASMAS 
2 .1  PLASMAS 
A. Wave Propagation in Bounded, Magnetized, Hot Plasmas 
Grant AF-AFOSR-496-66, Joint Services Electronics Program 
H. H. Kuehl, G. E. Stewart 
Considerable theoretical and experimental interest  has  been 
generated recently in problems involving both thermal and instability 
produced radiation from hot plasmas. 
not only as an energy loss mechanism from hot plasmas but a lso as a 
means of indirectly observing various modes of propagation in plasmas. 
The electron cyclotron harmonic radiation has been measured  by severa l  
investigators. 
of the electron cyclotron frequency w a s  observed in the radiation from a 
Philips Ion Gauge discharge . Fur ther  measurements  in such discharges 
have exhibited detectable radiation to as high as the 45th harmonic of the 
electron cyclotron frequency . 
electron cyclotron frequency has been observed from the positive columns 
of low pressure  mercury and noble gas discharges in axial  magnetic 
fields 
orders  of magnitude grea te r  than that predicted on the basis  of a Maxwellian 
velocity distribution of electrons and cyclotron radiation f rom single particles.  
This radiation is of importance 
In an early experiment by Landauer up to the 24th harmonic 
1 
2 
Similar radiation near  harmonics of the 
. In each of these cases  the observed radiation w a s  severa l  3 ,495  
There have been several  explanations of this phenomenon ranging 
6 f rom the non-periodicity of the electron orbits which intercept the w a l l s  to 
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the excitation of the so-called Bernstein modes either through single 
particle interaction 
instabilities . A recent theoretical calculation has been made of the 
7 
or collective interaction with the usual beam-plasma 
8 
radiation by single particles in a w a r m ,  magnetized plasma of infinite 
extent , and some of the features of the experiments seem to be qualita- 
tively explained in te rms  of this simple model. 
9 
10 
In particular,  Lustig 
has  made simultaneous observations of the electron density and the power 
radiated in the positive column of a low pressure  argon discharge,  and he 
finds that this model can account for  the approximate line position and 
width of one of the three lines observed a t  each of the harmonics of the 
cyclotron frequency. In addition to not explaining the other two peaks, 
the model fails to predict the strong dependence of the power radiated on 
electron density which was observed in the experiment. 
Other recent studies have been directed towards understanding 
the coupling mechanism between the Bernstein modes and electromagnetic 
waves in plasmas of finite extent in order  to explain the peaks in the noise 
spectrum. 
the cyclotron resciiences have revealed a s t ructure  which can be related 
Careful studies of the absorption and radiation near each of 
to the finite cross-section of the plasma. The agreement with theory, a t  
l eas t  for the s t ructure  around the second harmonic,  in the location of 
these multiple peaks seems to confirm that they a r e  indeed associated 
with the Bernstein modes 
11,12 . Another investigation has been able to 
establish semiquantitative agreement between theory and experiment f o r  
the resonant frequencies of these standing Berns tein modes in a cylindrical 
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13 
afterglow plasma The theoretical treatment was based on a slab model 
for the plasma and on a phase integral technique to solve a simplified form 
of the Boltzmann equation in both a strong field and weak field limit. 
. 
There have a l so  been direct  observations made of the propagation 
and character is t ics  of the Bernstein modes ac ross  cylindrical plasmas 
these add to the evidence that the noise peaks a r e  due to radiation f rom the 
Bernstein modes, whatever may  be their source of excitation. 
8 ,  14 
In addition to the importance of Bernstein modes in determining 
the radiation from hot, magnetized plasmas,  they also appear to be respon- 
sible for  the "ringing" encountered in transmission f rom the Alouette 
satell i te By examining the dispersion relation for  a hot magnetized 
plasma,  one investigator has  been able to show that there  a r e  frequencies 
near  the cyclotron harmonics where the group velocity of these waves goes 
to zero,  and hence no energy is radiated from the satell i te 
to a large amount of energy s tored in the near  field, and a subsequent 
continuation of oscillation a f te r  the excitation is removed. 
1 5  . 
16 . This leads 
The Bernstein modes have the interesting property that, for propa- 
gation exactly normal to the magnetic field,  they exhibit no collisionless 
damping; but for waves traveling obliquely with respec t  to the magnetic 
field there is  damping which depends on the phase velocity in the direction 
of the magnet ic  field. 
f rom an approximate treatment of the problem that damping exists even 
for  propagation normal to the magnetic field if there  exis ts  a zero-order  
However, one group of investigators has  found 
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13 
electron density gradient in this direction . Another interesting 
phenomenon is that the noise power radiated appears  to peak in the vicinity 
of the 4th or 5th electron cyclotron harmonic. This has  been explained in 
t e rms  of trapping of the w a v e s  associated with the lower order  harmonics 
inside the plasma by regions where the waves a r e  cut off. 
phenomena lead to the conclusion that i t  w i l l  not be possible to obtain a 
full understanding of either the resonances in o r  the radiation from hot 
magnetized plasmas until m o r e  real is t ic  problems involving the actual 
plasma and antenna geometries have been solved. 
These two 
In order  to better understand the coupling mechanisms between 
electromagnetic waves incident on a plasma and the Bernstein modes se t  
up in the plasma, a correlated experimental and theoretical study has been 
undertaken. 
the reflection and transmission coefficients of an electromagnetic wave 
incident normally on a hot, inhomogeneous electron plasma slab. For 
comparison, the problem of the hot, inhomogeneous electron plasma half  
space is also being solved. Theoretically, these problems possess the 
simplification that both the field quantities and the plasma v a r y  in only one 
This investigation consists of both calculating and measuring 
spatial dimension. Because of this simplification, in principle, this prob- 
lem can be solved to almost any  desired degree of sophistication, including 
the effects of a zero-order electric field, spatial inhomogeneity, and using 
the full s e t  of Maxwell's equations instead of the usual electrostatic approxi- 
mation. The wave equation f o r  this special case  becomes: 
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d2E 4 
dx2 
2- 
'X = -jwP i - i- koEl - d2Gl 
dx 
X 0 2 
+ 
where i is given by 
+ 4 + 3  
i = -e  v f ( x , v , t ) d  v 1 
A s imi la r  equation can be written for  the y-component of the electric field. 
The perturbation distribution function, f l ,  can be evaluated by an integration 
along the zero  order trajectories of the electrons,  that is along paths which 
they follow in the absence of the R.F. fields. 
field is such that the change in particle velocity is small in one gyration of 
the electric field, i t  is possible to use the guiding center approximation to 
compute the motion of the particles.  
for  an  initially isothermal plasma with an  isotropic distribution function 
If the zero order  electric 
The perturbed distribution function 
can then be written a s  
U\" I 0 
1 
dx , 
where the prime indicates that the variables are to be evaluated a t  a time 
t '  = t - s on the zero order  trajectory of the par t ic le  as it drifts  perpen- 
dicular to both E and B and gyrates. By expanding the product of the 
0 0 
electric field E and the unperturbed distribution function (assumed known) 
in Taylor s e r i e s  around x, it is possible to obtain an expression for the 
-4 4 
-4 
1 
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current  a t  a given point in t e rms  of an infinite s e r i e s  of derivatives of the 
R .  F. electric field a t  that point. One must  then find a solution which is 
consistent with the previously given wave equation, considering as many 
te rms  in the above expansion as a r e  practical. 
which mus t  be included in the expansion correspond to the highest harmonic 
considered. 
equations suitable for  describing wave propagation below the second ha r -  
monic of the cyclotron frequency, 
The number of te rms  
This expansion yields the following coupled ordinary differential 
2 2 2 2  
P X  
w - ( w  + w )  
(wpEx) (4) d2 2 P O  
w p ( w  - w c )  
V 
th 
2 2  2 
- ( W E ) +  
3 - 
2 2 2  (w - w  )(w2-4w 2 ) dx 2 
C C 
w (w2E ) 
2 2  
2 
th wc c P Y  = o  
3 v  
(w - w c )  
+ J  2 2 2  2 
w(w - wc)(w - 4 9  dx 
2 2 2  
2 w - ( w  + w  ) 
2 2  2 
d2 2 1 d2E P C  2 2 2 (wpEy) (5) 
v (w + wo 1 
2w (w - wc ) (w - 4mc ) 
-(w E ) t - 3  t th 
2 2  
0 P 
d x 2 ”  k d x  w (w - w c )  2 2  2 2 
2 
w 2 
th c 
w(w - w  )(w2- 4w ) dx 
C d 2 2  
- ( w E ) + j  (w E ) = 0. 
3 v  w 
2 2 p x  
4 w  - w c )  - j  2 2 2 2 P X  
C C 
2 
F o r  the case  of a homogeneous plasma (w = constant) these 
P 
equa tions can be combined, and exponential solutions assumed,  yielding 
a fourth order  determmental equation fo r  the wave number. 
to this equation have been computed and compared with those calculated 
The solutions 
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17 
by Dnestrovskii and Kostomarov using the exact solutions for the 
homogeneous plasma. 
where k R < 1. 
The results are in good agreement in the regime 
L 
The problem of a wave incident on a n  inhomogeneous, hot, magne- 
tized plasma half space has been solved using the solutions of Eqs. 4 and 5, 
and a computer program fo r  determining the reflection and transmission 
coefficients has been written. 
t'tunneling'' 
formalism. 
The problems of "mode conversion" and 
15  
a t  inhomogeneities are  now being investigated using this 
Experimentally, a device for  generating a magnetized afterglow 
The gas plasma in the form of a s lab has  been built and is ready to test. 
is initially ionized by means  of a severa l  kilovolt pulse of microsecond 
duration applied between an  anode and a segmented cathode. 
and reflection measurements  will be made using a pair  of focused X-band 
microwave horns.  
Transmission 
This theoretical treatment and subsequent experimental  verifi-  
cation should allow quantitative determination of the coupling between 
normally incident electromagnetic waves and the Berns tein modes (extra- 
ordinary waves). 
on the basis of Kirchhoff's l aw  f o r  this s lab using the measured  absorption 
coefficient and the actual radiated power since the electrons in the afterglow 
plasma should be close to equilibrium. 
relatively easily using the Helmholtz coils and vacuum pumps that a l ready 
A comparison can a l so  be made  between the power radiated 
This experiment can be ca r r i ed  out 
- 6 0 -  
exist  in the steady-state hot-plasma facility which has been described in 
previous s emiannual reports . 
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2.2  RADIATION AND DIFFRACTION O F  ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES 
A. Perturbation Method in the Diffraction of Electromagnetic Waves 
by Arbitrari ly Shaped Penetrable Obstacles 
Contract N123(60330)52008A, Nava l  Ordnance Tes t  Station 
C. Yeh 
Exact solutions of boundary-value problems in the theory of 
electromagnetic wave diffraction a r e  available only for  certain specific 
bodies of relatively simple shape . F o r  example, the available exact 
solutions for  cylindrical bodies without sharp  edges are  limited to those 
1 
with c i rcu lar ,  elliptic o r  parabolic cross-sections.  The diffraction of 
waves by a conducting o r  dielectric sphere,  by dielectric coated spheres  
and by a perfectly conducting disk a r e  the few three dimensional problems 
that have been solved rigorously. The need for  approximate methods to 
t rea t  the m o r e  general cases  of diffraction f rom arb i t ra r i ly  shaped obstacles 
is quite apparent. 
2 
The variational principles provide a very powerful tool 
in obtaining approximate expression for  the scattering c r o s s  section 
is not possible to derive f rom the variational principle a description 
electromagnetic fields. Fur thermore ,  the success  of the variationa 
l 
but i t  
of the 
approach 
depends to a grea t  extent on the t r ia l  function. 
Rayleigh method is very successful. However, the solutions of Laplace's  
equation a r e  st i l l  required. 
diffraction problems by geometric and physical optics techniques developed 
At  low frequencies,  the 
3 
At very high frequencies,  the treatment of 
4 5 
I by Fock and Keller i s  very successful. An approximate o r  perturbation 
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method in the medium frequency range s t i l l  remains to be found. 
In the present work the boundary perturbation technique which is 
based on a Taylor expansion of the boundary conditions a t  the perturbed 
boundary wi l l  be extended to consider the problem of the diffraction of 
waves by a dielectric object with perturbed boundary. 
attacks the complete boundary-value problems , the perturbation solution 
for the field components is valid for  the near  zone as well as for  the far 
zone and is valid for  all frequencies. 
of the diffraction of electromagnetic waves by a dielectric cylinder with 
perturbed boundary w a s  treated, 
plane waves by a dielectric elliptic cylinder with small  eccentricity w a s  
given. 
The m o r e  involved case of the diffraction by a dielectric sphere with per -  
turbed boundary can be solved in a similar manner . 
Since this approach 
In a way of illustration, the problem 
A specific example on the scattering of 
Results were compared with those obtained f rom the exact solution. 
6 
Results of this investigation have been published in the Journal of 
7 
Mathematical Physics . 
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B. Reflection and Transmission of Electromagnetic Waves by a 
Moving Dielectric Medium 
Grant  AF-AFOSR-496-66, Joint Services Electronics Program 
Contract N123 (60330)52008A, Naval Ordnance Tes t  Station 
C. Yeh 
The purpose of this investigation is to obtain the solution to 
the basic problem of the reflection and transmission of plane waves by a 
uniformly moving dielectric half space. 
coefficients a r e  determined. 
(a) the dielectric medium moves parallel  to the interface. 
medium moves  perpendicular to the interface. 
concerning the variation of the reflection and t ransmission coefficients, 
angles of reflection and transmission, and the frequencies of the reflected 
and transmitted wave, as a function of the velocity of the moving medium, 
a r e  obtained. 
The reflection and transmission 
Two cases  of the movement a r e  considered: 
(b) the dielectric 
Various interesting features 
Results and detailed discussions have appeared in the Journal 
1 
of Applied Physics . 
Reference 
1. C. Yeh, J. Appl. Phys. 36 ,  3513 (1965). -
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C. Radial Prolate SDheroidal Wave Functions 
~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~ 
Contract N123(60330)52008A, Naval Ordnance Test  Station 
C. Yeh, C. Chang 
Although prolate spheroidal functions have appeared in such 
diverse fields as: 
the two center problem is quantum mechanics, the viscous fluid flow, 
the electromagnetic and acoustic scattering o r  radiation, 
stochastic processes  and recently in such fields as the uncertainty princi- 
ple, the determination of laser  modes,  and radiation from dielectric coated 
spheroidal antenna, these functions have always been used with reluctance. 
This is because these prolate spheroidal functions had not been tabulated 
extensively enough, and in order to find numerical values, very laborious 
Computations had to be carr ied out. Furthermore,  the slow convergence 
properties of various expansions of prolate spheroidal functions leaves 
much to be desired. 
The purpose of the present investigation is to make an extensive 
and systematic tabulation of prolate radial functions. 
the results be used f o r  the numerical calculation of the diffraction of waves 
by a prolate spheroid. 
It i s  intended that 
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2 . 3  MILIMETER WAVES 
A .  Millimeter -Wave Radiometry for  Radio Astronomy 
Contract 951 424, Je t  Propulsion Laboratory 
W.V.T. Rusch, S. Slobin, C. Stelzried 
a) Lunar Eclipse Observations: 
Radiometric observations of a total lunar eclipse were ca r r i ed  
out a t  a wavelength of 3 . 3  mm from a site in Palm Springs, California, 
during the night 18-19 December 1964 (Pacific Standard Time).  Eleven 
drift  curves (with analog and digital output) were made before the end of 
the umbral  phase and a total of 71 drift  curves were made  during the night. 
Instrumentation. The observations were made with a five-foot 
search-light reflector modified to operate a s  a Cassegrainian-fed antenna. 
The 3 . 3  mm Dicke-type superheterodyne radiometer 
four-port  circulator (TRG Model #E161) ahead of the mixe r  to switch between 
the antenna and a reference load. 
1 
employed a switchable 
A fe r r i te  isolator (TRG Model #E l lo ) ,  with 
0 . 2 5  db insertion loss and 23 db isolation, w a s  used to reduce rf mismatch 
e r r o r s .  Silicon diodes were used in the Raytheon balanced mixer .  
waveguide transmission loss between the antenna and the mixe r  w a s  2 . 2  db 
(including 1.1 db loss in the circulator).  
22 m c  to 7 5  mc.  
The 
The IF passband extended f r o m  
The output j i t ter  measured at the output of the manual 
0 waveguide switch was 5 K ,  rms, with a ten-second post-detection time 
constant. 
Antenna gain, pattern, and tracking charac te r i s t ics  were measured  
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2 on two antenna ranges,  a t  distances of 1.5 D2/X and 5D / A .  The measured 
half-power beamwidth was 10. 5 minutes of a r c ,  and the equivalent aper ture  
efficiency of the antenna, including losses  in the manual waveguide switch, 
feedhorn, and m i r r o r  coating, was 0.24. 
The moon was tracked using a 40-power sighting telescope alligned 
Previous tes ts  indicated that reference points with the antenna main beam. 
on the moon could be tracked with a maximum e r r o r  of one minute of a r c .  
Convolution of the antenna pattern with isothermal maps  of full moon 
indicate a one-minute tracking e r r o r  contribute an e r r o r  of 1% o r  l e s s  in 
the radiometer output, depending upon the direction of the e r r o r .  
2 
The gas tube w a s  calibrated by repeatedly switching the manual 
0 waveguide switch between a hot load (at a temperature of 50 C), a second 
hot load (150°C), and the g a s  tube. 
Results. The eclipse observations, as ca r r i ed  out with the 10. 5- 
minute search-light antenna beam, indicate no significant temperature 
difference between the data taken during the final umbral phase of the 
eclipse and the data taken 2-5 hours a f te r  the end of totality. 
e r r o r  of the measurement was estimated to be 2 %  of the final moon temper- 
ature.  
The probable 
Conversion factors  obtained f rom calibration of the gas- tube 
equivalent excess noise temperature,  the antenna gain, and the antenna 
radiation pattern 
moon corresponding to T ' /T 
yield the equivalent black-body disc temperature of the 
Thus the estimated = 1.138 w a s  288OK. 
M GT 
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probable e r r o r  of the measurement  w a s  6OK. 
Systematic e r r o r  in absolute thermal calibration of the radiom- 
e te r  (estimated to be 7 - 9 % )  would affect the absolute level of the equivalent 
disc temperature but not the percentage change during the eclipse. 
b) Lunation Observations: 
Radiometric observations of the sub-earth point on the moon were 
car r ied  out daily during the period from 12 August 1965 to 12 September 1965. 
This period of time extended from a lunar phase of 190 deg, lunation 527, to 
a phase of 209 deg, lunation 528. 
data of considerable scientific interest ,  a lso provided a n  excellent test  for 
the long-term stability of the radiometer.  
These lunation observations, which yielded 
Thermal  calibration of the gas 
tube before and after each se r i e s  of observations produced information on 
the long-term gas tube output. Another useful by-product of the observations 
w a s  the data on atmospheric absorption. 
The results of the observations a r e  plotted in Figure 1 in t e rms  
, the equivalent blackbody disc temperature of the moon as a function 
of lunar phase. 
of T~~ 
In many cases  the probable e r r o r  flags,  computed from the 
statist ical  scat ter  of the observations, do not overlap to produce a smooth 
curve. 
absorption during a ser ies  of observations. 
This effect is atributed to temporal variations in the atmospheric 
c )  Solar Observations: 
Observations of the sun were car r ied  out f rom 8 February 1966 
to 19 February 1966 to measure  the solar radiometric brightness at 3 . 3  mm. 
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The results of these observations a r e  presently being evaluated. 
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111. INFORMATION SCIENCES 
3.1 CONTROL SYSTEMS 
A. General Theory of Optimization 
Grant AF-AFOSR- 1029-66, A i r  F o r c e  Office of Scientific 
Research 
L. W. Neustadt 
In the past  six months the general theory of optimization 
processes  previously developed has been broadened so a s  to apply to an  
even wider c lass  of problems. 
problems in abstract  spaces (for which generalized Kuhn-Tucker conditions 
have been obtained), and optimal control problems with equality constraints 
in infinite-dimensional spaces. These resul ts ,  as well as those developed 
ea r l i e r ,  have been written up in the form of three papers to be submitted 
for  publication in professional journals. 
Those include mathematical programming 
B. Finite State Attitude Control 
Contract A F  04(695)-746, Space Systems Division, Air  Force  
Sys tems Command 
C. R. Walli, I. S. Reed, R. B. McGhee 
The f i r s t  phase of r e sea rch  on this project has  been completed 
and published as a n  interim technical report  . This report  includes phase 
plane and describing function analysis as well as simulation resul ts  which 
1 
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2 
demonstrate the feasibility of finite s ta te  attitude control . Analytic 
studies now under way a r e  aimed a t  adapting the Lyapunoff theory of 
stability to finite s ta te  systems w i t h  memory  in order  to provide a m o r e  
fundamental basis for the study of finite state attitude control. 
analytic investigation has been initiated with the objective of determining 
fuel-optimal finite state control l a w s .  
obtaining such laws by solving a sequence of dynamic programming prob- 
lems  is being developed. 
Another 
A computational algorithm fo r  
The design and construction of a low friction single axis  test  stand 
fo r  the experimental verification of single flip-flop attitude control has  been 
completed. 
that preliminary testing of this system w i l l  begin in the very near  future. 
An air  bottle and gas  je ts  a r e  now being installed. I t  is expected 
C. Optimal Control in Rendezvous, Pursui t  and Similar Two 
Bodv Problems 
Contract AF 04(695)-746, Space Systems Division, Air  F o r c e  
Sys tems Command 
J. Murr in ,  N. E. Nahi 
We a r e  concerned w th systems with m o r e  than one se t  of 
controls. 
to choose h i s  control so as to extremalize (maximize o r  minimize)  h i s  
measu re  of system performance. 
where the various performance measu res  a r e  different o r  where the 
Each control s e t  is used by a different individual who attempts 
Of particular in te res t  a r e  those c a s e s  
- 7 2 -  
abilities of the various control sets  to affect system motion differ. 
A s e t  of control s t ra tegies  is optimal by definition if varying any 
one (and only one) causes its user  to suffer. 
nature of such optimal se t s  of strategies has  been investigated. 
cu lar ,  we have looked a t  their  existence, conditions for  optimality, the 
stability of the system motion when such control s t ra tegies  a r e  used, and 
situations which justify use  of such a definition of optimality. 
In the l a s t  s ix  months the 
In parti-  
It appears that the optimal control strategies tend to be appreciably 
m o r e  complicated than their counterparts in control problems with only a 
single control set. Fo r  example, we have yet to find a problem for which 
the optimal s t ra tegies  can be stated in closed form. 
therefore,  is to develop one or m o r e  reasonably useful methods of synthe- 
sizing the optimal strategies.  Direct computational schemes, successive 
approximations and other methods will be looked a t  in the future. 
The cur ren t  effort, 
D. Optimum Control of Distributed Parameter  Systems 
Contract AF-AFOSR -496 - 66, Joint Services Electronics Program 
Contract AF-AFOSR-1026-66, A i r  Fo rce  Office of Scientific 
R e search 
P. K. C. Wang 
The problem of determining optimum control l a w s  for distributed 
parameter  dynamical s y s  terns describable by partial  differential equations, 
integral equations or  functional differential equations is generally very 
-73- 
difficult. 
imperative in the implementation and/or  the determination of the control 
In most  cases ,  approximation in one form o r  another is 
I laws. Moreover, the complete stability of the resulting controlled system 
is not always guaranteed. F r o m  the application standpoint, i t  is very 
desirable to have methods which w i l l  t reat  the optimization, approximation 
and stability problem in a unified manner. 
1 
During the period covered by this report ,  a method due to Bass 
for  designing lumped parameter  control systems has  been extended to 
distributed parameter systems. 
systems which a re  completely stable and have improved speeds of response 
The method leads to feedback control 
over those of the corresponding uncontrolled s y s  tems. Specific resul ts  
have been obtained for systems describable by parabolic and hyperbolic I 
partial  differential equations with controls introduced a t  the boundary and 
in the interior of the system's  spatial domains. 
been worked out to substantiate the validity of the theoretical resul ts .  
work has been reported in Ref. 2. 
Nurm r ical  examples have 
This 
R ef erenc e s 
1. Bass,  R .  W . ,  "Discussion of a paper by Letov", Proc.  Heidelberg 
Conf. on Auto. Control, (Regelungstechnik: Moderne Theorien und 
ihre Verwendbarkeit, R .  Oldenbourg, Munich), 1957, p. 209. 
2. Wang, P. K. C . ,  "On the feedback control of distributed parameter  
systems", USCEE Report No.  165, March 1966. 
~ 
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E. Stability Analysis of Distributed Parameter  Control Systems 
Contract A F  -AFOSR -496 - 6 6,  Joint Services Electronics Program 
Contract AF-AFOSR-1026-66, A i r  F o r c e  Office of Scientific 
Research 
P. K. C. Wang 
The main objective here  is  to apply and to extend various 
qualitative and quantitative methods in partial  differential equations for 
the stability analysis of distributed parameter  control systems. 
Prel iminary results of this study have been reported in a paper 
1 
which appeared in the IEEE Transactions on Autorna tic Control . Recently, 
the stability problem associated with a particular c lass  of mixed distributed 
and lumped parameter  feedback control system has been studied. These 
systems a r e  in the form of a parabolic par t ia l  differential equation coupled 
with a nonlinear ordinary differential equation. Sufficient conditions for  
stability have been derived by using a weak maximum principle for  para-  
bolic equations. 
2 
The resul ts  have been described in a recent repor t  . 
References 
1. P. K. C. Wang, "Asymptotic Stability of Distributed Parameter  
Systems with Feedback Controls", IEEE Trans.  on Auto. Control, 
Vol. AC-11, No. 1, Jan. 1966, pp. 46-54. 
2. P. K. C. Wang, "On the Stability of Equilibrium of a Mixed 
Distributed and Lumped Parameter  Control System", USCEE 
Report 157, January 1966. 
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F. Stability Problems in Dynamical Systems with Random Parameters  
Contract AF-AFOSR-496-66, Joint Services Electronics Program 
P. K. C. Wang 
The results reported ear l ie r  pertaining to the almost  sure  
stability of linear distributed parameter  system and linear time-lag systems 
1 , 2  with stochastic parameters  have been published . Attempts have been 
made in sharpening the stability conditions obtained ear l ie r  and also in 
deriving sufficient conditions for almost su re  instability. The la t ter  task 
w a s  found to be quite difficult. Further  work in this direction wi l l  be 
continued. 
Refer enc e s 
1. P. K. C. Wang, "On the almost  su re  stability of l inear distributed 
parameter  dynamical systems with stochastic parameters" ,  J. of 
AppliedMechanics, Vol. 3 3 ,  Ser ies  E ,  No. 1, March 1966, pp. 182-186. 
2. P. K. C. Wang, "On the Almost Sure Stability of Linear Time-Lag 
Systems with Stochastic Parameters" ,  International Journal of 
Control, Vol. 111, No. 1,  1966. 
G. Studies on the Intrinsic Propert ies  of Dynamical Systems 
Contract A F  -AFOSR -496-66, Joint Services Electronics Program 
P. K. C. Wang 
One of the basic problems in control theory is to identify those 
intrinsic properties of dynamical systems which a r e  of importance to con- 
trol. 
as controllability, observability, invariance, sensitivity, etc. , under a 
Attempts have been made to clasify various intrinsic properties such 
-76- 
common framework, and to establish relations among these properties,  
Preliminary efforts have been devoted to formulating the problem in the 
framework of an abstract  dynamical system. 
f i r s t  to l inear dynamical systems and then to nonlinear dynamical systems. 
Future  work will be specialized 
H. 0 s  
Contract AF-AFOSR-496-66, Joint Services Electronics Program 
P. K. C. Wang 
Preliminary results of this work were described in the previous 
progress  report  and USCEE Report No. 143. During the period covered by 
this report ,  the optimum propulsion problem for an oscillating flexible foil 
has been considered. 
to a nonlinear programming problem. 
numerical solutions to this problem. 
It  w a s  shown that the optimization problem is reducible 
Attempts wi l l  be made in obtaining 
I. Inverse Problems in Adaptive Controls 
Contract AF-AFOSR-1029-66, Air Force  Office of Scientific 
Research 
D. D. Sworder 
There exists a rather d-stinct dichotomy in the pu  lished work 
on adaptive control. 
analytical tools which wi l l  permit the engineer to synthesize an  optimal o r  
best  adaptive controller. 
On the one hand, there has  been an effort to develop 
Coincident with this work, but seemingly 
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independent of i t ,  numerous "learning systems' '  have been proposed which 
hold promise of application in actual design problems. The basis for this 
division mus t  res t ,  a t  least  in par t ,  on the fact that the cr i ter ion functionals 
amenable to analytic treatment do not usually provide an adequate descr ip-  
tion of the design problem. In Reference 1 the inverse problem is studied; 
that is, when does the engineer behave as if he were designing a controller 
to minimize the expected value of some criterion functional? It  is shown 
in this reference that under relatively weak conditions there does exist  a 
performance measure of a specific form which agrees  with the engineer 's  
behavior pat te r n  . 
Reference: 
1. D. D. Sworder, "An Inverse Problem in Discrete-Time Adaptive 
Control", USCEE Report 164. 
J. Control of Discrete-Time Stochastic Svstems 
Contract A F  04(695)-746, Space Systems Division, Ai r  F o r c e  
Systems Command 
D. D. Sworder 
The optimal control of a l inear stochastic system with a 
quadratic performance m e a s u r e  w a s  investigated in the presence of a 
bound on the input. A technique formally s imilar  to the maximum princi-  
ple was employed to derive a recur rence  formula for  the optimal control. 
The bound on the control complicates the synthesis for  i t  is c lear  that the 
optimal control is  not a l inear function of state as i t  i s  in the unconstrained 
-78- 
F 
problem. It w a s  shown that the main effect of the bound w a s  to modify the 
equation for a variable anlogous to the adjoint variable in the maximum 
principle formalism. 
R ef e r enc e 
1. D. D. Sworder, "Control of a Linear Discrete-Time Stochastic System 
With a Bounded Input", USCEE Report 150. 
K. Optimal Feedback Control 
Contract AF-AFOSR-1029-66, Air Fo rce  Office of Scientific 
Research 
D. D. Sworder 
In Reference 1 a study w a s  made of the optimal feedback con- 
t ro l  of a c lass  of stochastic systems. Because of i ts  utility in deterministic 
problems, it is natural  that the maximum principle should be extended in the 
direction of stochastic systems. In fact it has been shown by other investi- 
gators  that the maximum principle finds direct  application in determining 
the optimal open-loop control for certain stochastic problems. F o r  stochastic 
sys tems,  however, open-loop controls a r e  not equivalent to closed loop con- 
t rols  in the same sense they were in the deterministic situation, for  now 
knowledge of the initial s ta te  and past  control action does not implicitly 
specify the cur ren t  state. I t  is shown in Reference 1 that the differential 
equation fo r  the co-state process must  be modified to obtain the optimal 
feedback control. 
Reference 
1. D. D. Sworder, "Optimal Feedback Control of a Class  of Stochastic 
Sys terns", USCEE Report 154. 
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L. Dynamic Programming 
Grant AF-AFOSR-496-66, Joint Services Electronics Program 
R.  Bellman 
Effort during this repor t  period w a s  devoted to extending the 
theory and applicability of dynamic programming. 
in the solution of biomedical problems using the dynamic programming 
formalism.  
of these problems have been developed. 
Studies have also begun 
N e w  numerical techniques for digital computer solutions 
Papers  written include: 
1. 
2. 
3 .  
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8 .  
9. 
10. 
"Functional Equations in the Theory of Dynamic Programming- -XII: 
Stability Considerations, I '  to appear in J. Math. Anal. Appl. 
"New Methods for the Solution of Par t ia l  Differential Equations, with 
R.  Kalaba, for Proceedings of Symposium a t  University of Delaware. 
"Dynamic Programming: A Mathematical Theory of Decisionmaking, I '  
to appear in SCIENCE. 
"Relative Invariants, Closure,  and Stochastic Differential Equations , 
with J .M. Richardson, to appear in J. Math. Anal. Appl. 
"Invariant Imbedding and Radiative Transfer  in Spherical  Shells , I '  with 
H. Kagiwada and R .  Kalaba, to appear in J. Computer physics.  
"The Roles of a Mathematician in Applied Mathematics,  I '  for  Proceedings 
of Symposium a t  the University of Minnesota. 
"Adaptive Processes  and Intelligent Machines, 
Symposium at University of California, Berkeley. 
for  Proceedings of 
"The Body Politic, Automation, and Bioengineering, ' I  to appear in 
The NATION. 
"A Technique for  the Analysis of a Broad C las s  of Biological Systems,  I '  
with R .  Roth, fo r  Proceedings of Bionics Symposium, Dayton, Ohio. 
"Dynamic Programming and Modern Control Theory ,  
Congress of Mathematicians, Moscow. 
f o r  International 
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Books in Progress: 
1 .  Introduction to Modern Control Theory 
2. Modern Elementary Differential Equations 
3 .  Cybernetics, with I. S. Bengelsdorf 
4. Closure Techniques in Mathematical Physics,  with J. M. Richardson 
5. Algorithmic Processes ,  Combinatorics, and Computers, with 
K. L. Cooke and J. Lockett 
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M. Optimum Guidance of Space Vehicles 
Contract AF 04(695)-746, Space Systems Division, Air  Fo rce  
Sys tems Command 
N. E. Nahi, L. A .  Wheeler 
Transfer of a space vehicle from a se t  of initial conditions to 
a desired se t  of final values, while minimizing the time of transfer o r  fuel 
consumption o r  minimizing the terminal miss distance, is  one of the impor- 
tant problems concerning the design of a space vehicle system. 
has  been developed which takes the advantage of the assumption that the space 
vehicle can be represented by a se t  of l inear,  time varying differential equa- 
tions to yield a particularly simple optimization technique. 
original problem is converted into a sequence of far s impler  problems fo r  
which the solutions can readily be obtained. 
as compared to other known techniques (Maximum principle, Dynamic 
programming, Functional analysis)  is its simplicity of rriechanizatioii a n d ,  
this consequently, makes it possible to apply to space vehicle systems 
where the size , weight and reliability play extremely important roles.  
A procedure 
In effect the 
The advantage of this technique 
Special purpose airborne computers built with cur ren t  available 
components could be used to apply this technique on board. The technique 
m a y  be used to determine the function of an  optimum autopilot of the space 
vehicle. 
The technique discussed above has  been tested with realist ic example prob- 
lems  and found to perform successfully. 
It may also be used to derive the optimal t ra jectory f o r  the vehicle. 
-82- 
A technique was developed for  solving the continuous terminal 
This technique involves solving a sequence of discrete  control problem. 
terminal control problems. 
yields the optimum continuous control. 
be used to solve the discrete  terminal control problem. 
technique w a s  developed for solving the discrete  terminal control problem 
in a very efficient way. 
discrete  terminal problem in the solution of the continuous case.  
technique utilizes the geometric properties of the discrete  reachable se t  and 
the character is t ics  of the optimum control. 
require  the manipulation of any mat r ices  of higher order  than the differ- 
ential equations describing the system. 
preparation. 
I t  w a s  proven that the sequence converges and 
In this approach any technique could 
Fur thermore ,  a 
It is the technique which w a s  used to solve the 
This 
This formulation does not 
A report  covering this work is in 
In addition the closed loop terminal control problem was studied 
in this period. 
open loop terminal control have the property that the problem solution time 
is directly related to the distance in state space from the cur ren t  state to 
the optimum state. 
closed loop problem. 
The techniques which have been developed for  solving the 
This property can be utilized in the solution of the 
The closed loop problem wi l l  be solved by resolving the open 
loop problem a t  each sampling time based on the cur ren t  miss vector. 
The proposed technique has an important advantage over the application 
of other open loop techniques in this fashion. This advantage is that the 
-83 -  
amount of computation time needed a t  each step is directly related to the 
difference between the predicted state at this step and the actual measured  
state. Therefore the amount of computation time needed to recompute the 
optimum control is a direct  function of the accuracy of the representation 
of the system by the se t  of differential equations used in the optimization 
procedure. This property plus the computational simplicity of the basic 
technique yields an effective approach to the on-board solution of the 
closed loop optimum terminal control problem for space vehicle applications. 
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3.2 INFORMATION PROCESSING AND SIGNAL DESIGN THEORY 
A. Television Bandwidth Reduction Studies 
Contract A F  04(695)-746, Space Systems Division, Air  Force  
Systems Command 
W. K. P ra t t ,  H. C. Andrews 
A novel method of forming a difference signal which is 
proportional to the intensity subtraction of two time adjacent television 
f rames  has been developed. 
the redundancy between frames,  and is useful in the development of pattern 
recognition and television bandwidth reduction systems. 
The difference signal provides a measure  of 
The difference in frames is generated optically using the prop- 
e r t i e s  of light intensity addition of positive and negative transparencies of 
t ime adjacent f rames .  Positive and negative sl ides of the same scene a r e  
projected onto a translucent screen from opposite but colinear positions 
perpendicular to the screen (see Figure 1). 
gray level theoretically occurs since if white is projected by one slide, 
black is projected by the other. 
Detail cancellation to a neutral  
Using this art if icial  f rame difference generation technique, 
various types of camera  motions can be simulated. 
panning in a horizontal or vertical direction can be achieved by horizontal 
o r  vertical  displacement of one of the projectors f rom its colinear position. 
Camera rol l  can be achieved by rotating one of the projectors , and zooming 
obtained by placing one projector nearer  to the screen than the other. 
With identical scenes , 
F o r  
-8  5- 
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movement of objects within a scene, slides of time adjacent f rames  a r e  
used. 
scanned with a TV camera,  produces a f rame difference video signal 
simulating the difference in time-adjacent f rames.  
In each of the examples sited, the image on the screen,  when 
Experimental Results 
Figures 2a and 2b show black ball positive and negative t r ans -  
parencies a s  viewed on the television monitor. 
signals of one TV line a r e  shown in figures 2c and 2d. 
the detail cancellation when the positive and negative black ball t rans-  
parencies a r e  superimposed on the translucent screen. 
motion (i. e. a ball moving across  the field of view, o r  alternately, the 
camera  panning a stationary ball) is i l lustrated by the difference frame 
of figure 3b. 
shown in figures 3c and 3d. 
The corresponding video 
Figure 3a shows 
A simulation of 
The video signals fo r  these respective difference frames a r e  
Figure 4a shows the positive transparency of a moon scene a s  
viewed by the monitor. 
the difference f rame of figure 4b. 
Detail cancellation in this scene is apparent f rom 
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2a 
2c 
2b 
2d 
F igure  2 
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3a 3b 
3c 3d 
F i g u r e  3 
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4a 
4b 
Figure  4 
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B. Laser  Modulation and Detection Studv 
SSD 
W. K. Pra t t ,  R .  Norton 
A l aser  polarization modulation communication sys tem is under 
development. 
either right o r  left c i rcular  polarization. 
emitted by the laser  resul ts  in  a n  improved signal-to-noise ra t io  a t  the 
receiver  over an intensity modulated system. 
of data a r e  a lso possible. 
The system transmits bits of information a s  pulses of 
Utilization of a l l  the energy 
High ra tes  of transmission 
The photograph in Figure 1 i l lustrates  resul ts  of a tes t  conducted 
using a quarter-wave plate to simulate the laser  modulator. The receiver 
uses  a quarter wave plate to convert the light of two circular  polarizations 
to orthogonal polarizations and directs them to twin photomultiplier tubes. 
One hundred percent modulation resul ts  in  the beam being directed into 
one of the photomultipliers while fif ty percent modulation resul ts  in 
splitting the energy between the two. 
In an  associated analytical study, USCEE Report 149, SSD-TR-65-162, 
titled, "Binary Detection in  an  Optical Polarization Modulation Communication 
Channel", has been issued. 
detection e r r o r  and compares the resu l t  to that obtained from a Gaussian 
approximation. 
The report  derives the exact probability of 
-91- 
(a) Circular Polarization 
(b)  Elliptical Polarization 
components left to right: modulator, quarter  wave plate, Wollaston p r i sm 
FIGURE 1 - STATIC MODULATION AND DETECTION 
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C. A Unified Model for Laser  Communications and Radar 
SSD 
S. Karp, R. M. Gagliardi 
Communication engineers a r e  hampered in their efforts 
to design laser  systems by the lack of a consistent radiation and receiver  
model. 
conveniently based upon a particle model for the radiation and a particle- 
counting model for a receiver ,  the advantages of possible optical 
heterodyning can only be described from a wave representation of the 
radiation. The deficiency of the analysis procedures further impedes 
While the simple detection of l a se r  sources can be analyzed 
the consideration of channel effects such a s  dispersion, etc. In this 
r e sea rch  effort we have attempted to develop a unified system model 
applicable to any laser system. 
wave pockets to descr ibe the impinging radiation which, with a slight 
modification, can describe heterodyning behavior. The model has been 
convenient for handling the effects of statist ical  transmission media, such 
a s  rough terrain,  sea ,  and rough scattering surfaces,  and their  effect 
on detected signals i s  quite easily determined. The resul ts  predicted 
have been highly correlated with known measured data. Some interesting 
extensions of laser  detection theory, reported in  the l i terature,  have also 
been achieved. 
The approach has been to use  statist ical  
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D. Signal Design Theory 
Grant AF-AFOSR -496-66, Joint Services Electronics Program 
R .  A. Scholtz, C. L. Weber, L. Welch 
A significant simplification of the detection probability fo r  
noncoherent synchronous channels has been obtained. 
tation is 
The new represen-  
1 2 P D ( h  ; r )  = n 
where M is the number of equi-likely transmittable waveforms, h2 is the 
signal- to -noise ratio , and 
2 
'i = J u ; +  v i 
where the u 
mean Gaussian random vector whose covariance ma t r ix  i s  equivalent to 
the signal correlation matr ix .  
in demonstrating the global optimality of orthogonal signal sets for the non- 
i = l ,  . , . , M  and v , i = l ,  . . . , M  f rom a 2M dimensional zero-  i' i 
It is  hoped that this representation will aid 
c ohe r en t c hanne 1. 
The problem repor t s  and publications which were  accepted 
during the las t  six months include: 
R ef e r  enc e s 
1. Weber, C. L. and Scholtz, R . A . ,  "Signal Design for  Phase-Incoherent 
Communications", IEEE Trans .  on Information Theory,  October,  1966. 
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2. Weber, C. L . ,  "New Solutions to the Signal Design Problem for  
Coherent Channels", IEEE Transactions on Information Theory, 
April 1966. 
3. Dunbridge, B., "Signal Designs for  the Coherent Gaussian Channel", 
IEEE Trans.  on Informations Theory, April 1966. 
E. A New Conjecture for the Incoherent Channel 
Contract AF-AFOSR-874-66, Air Force  Office of Scientific 
Research 
L. R. Welch 
The new conjecture implies the Scholtz-Weber conjecture €or 
phase incoherent communications. 
complex normally distributed random variables with E(Z.Z.) = 0 ,  E(Z.Z.)  = 
It  is as follows: Let Z l ,  . . . , Z be n 
' J  I J  
r.. and r .  = 1, i=l, .  . . ,n .  Let p =  max I Zil and let  F (p)  be the distribution 
1J 11 i r 
function of p . 
nxn identity matrix.  
The conjecture is that ,F (p) > F ( p )  fo r  all p where I is the r -  I 
F. Decoding and Spectral Analysis 
Contract AF-AFOSR-874-66, Air  Force  Office of Scientific 
Con t r  ol 
L. R. Welch 
The theory of group characters  provides a unifying treatment 
of diverse problems. 
as group characters  on the additive group of GF(2n) and the decoding is just 
A s  one example, certain group codes can be regarded 
- 94- 
Four i e r  analysis f o r  that structure.  As nother example, ordinary Four ie r  
analysis on N points is just  computation of coefficients of group charac te rs  
on the additive group of integers modulo N. 
space ranging code acquisition, is the problem of determining which charac-  
te r  best  f i ts  the received signal where the charac te rs  a r e  again on GF(2 ). 
An efficient algorithm has been developed with applications in each of these 
areas. The algorithm work factor is proportional to N log N where N is 
a)  code length, b) number of spec t ra l  points, c )  ranging code component 
length. 
As a third example, deep 
n 
G. Optimal Channel Signals for  Synchronized Multiplexed 
Communications 
Grant AF-AFOSR -496-66, Joint Services Electronics Program 
R .  M. Gagliardi 
In a multiplexed communications system a s e t  of data sources  
communicates to a corresponding se t  of individual rece ivers  through a single 
channel signal. In this research  effort we have derived the optimal channel 
signal that maximizes the average detection probability during each bit 
period when the data sources are  producing c a r r i e r  modulated binary data 
in synchronism. The solution is obtained by a fair ly  straightforward appli- 
cation of Lagrangian multipliers,  subject to an  average power constraint ,  
but the difficulty is in interpreting the result. 
noise the optimal channel signal approaches the maximum correlat ion 
In the c a s e  of high receiver  
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signal; i .e. ,  the signal that crosscorrelates  most  with the se t  of data 
signals to be sent in a given bit period. 
the optimal channel signal is that which c rosscor re la tes  with the data se t  
In the case of low receiver  noise, 
with the maximum number of positive correlations. 
H. Maximum Likelihood Estimation of Signal to Noise Ratio 
Contract A F  04(695)-746, Space Systems Division, A i r  Fo rce  
Sys tems Command 
R.  M. Cagliardi, C. M. Thomas 
In this research  effort we have considered the problem of 
obtaining a maximum likelihood estimate of signal to noise ra t io  of an 
ob erved signal. 
in noise" type of estimation, when the signal and noise a r e  stochastic, with 
unknown power levels. 
processes  involved, a system interpretation i s  given for the maximum 
likelihood estimator. 
' ha tch ing"  of the estimated observed signal spectrum with the spectra of 
the signal and noise individually, followed by a division. 
tively interpret  this system as a bank of spectrum analyzers followed by 
suitable weighting coefficients whose value depends upon the known spectra 
of the signal and noise. 
the forms of expansions of the observed signal. 
the signal portion of the observable i s  not random, but known, except for 
I t  has been shown that the problem is basically a "noise 
Using a stochastic Fourier  s e r i e s  expansion of the 
It can be shown that the system corresponds to a 
One m a y  alterna- 
Similar system interpretations can be made for  
A special case  occurs when 
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I 
i ts  amplitude (power level). In this coherent ca se ,  involving Gaussian 
noise, the M. L.E. of signal and noise is identical to the simultaneous 
M. I,. E. of the mean and variance of a Gaussian process.  
I. Detection of Periodically Rotating Radar Targets  
Contract AF 04(695)-746, Space Systems Division, Ai r  Fo rce  
Systems Command 
J. L. Wong, I. S. Reed, Z .  A. Kaprielian 
A theoretical model for  the radar  echo from a random collection 
The basis for  the analysis of rotating dipole sca t t e re r s  has  been developed. 
can be described as follows: An r. f .  pulse is  transmitted from a radar  
toward a cloud of random dipole sca t te re rs  moving about and reflecting 
energy independently of one another. In addition, each dipole is assumed 
to have a periodic rotation about an  a rb i t r a ry  axis  perpendicular to its 
length. Since the transmitted wavefront intercepts s ca t t e r e r s  a t  different 
ranges, the echoes returned to the radar  will a r r i v e  a t  a ra te  which depends 
upon the local density of the cloud. 
pendent, the a r r iva l  of an echo a t  time t does not affect the probability of 
echo a r r iva l s  at other times. 
stationary Poisson process.  
derived in t e rms  of the character is t ics  of the transmitted waveform, 
polarization, and the probability distribution of the sca t te re rs .  
proper assumptions, the time dependence can be eliminated and an  
If the sca t te re rs  a r e  statistically inde- 
Thus, the echo a r r i v a l s  constitute a non- 
The time-varying correlation function i s  
Under 
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expression for the power spectrum of the echo waveform can be derived. 
A summary of the results of this work is given in USCEE Report #158, 
entitled "A Model for the Returned Echoes from a Random Collection of 
Rotating Dipole Scatterers". 
The analysis developed can be applied to the study of echoing 
character is t ics  of a wide class  of scattering clouds and clutter targets. 
F o r  example, chaff, which is a form of countermeasure used against 
radar, usually consists of a large number of thin metallic s t r ips  (dipoles). 
When chaff dipoles a r e  dispensed from a moving craf t  in space,  the effects 
of ejection forces ,  body instability, and other aerodynamical properties 
can cause the dipoles to rotate. Rotational motion of the sca t te re rs  gives 
r i s e  of variations of the returned echo power and phase, which in general  
cannot be neglected. 
The foregoing work assumes that both the transmitter and receiver  
have the s a m e  polarization. 
different polarizations for transmitting and receiving. The current  efforts 
a r e  to extend the analysis to examine the characterist ics of the echo wave- 
form when different transmitter and receiver polarizations a r e  employed. 
In radar operations i t  is often desirable to have 
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J. Synthesis of Ambiguity Functions 
Contract A F  04(695)-746, Space Systems Division, Ai r  F o r c e  
Systems Command 
L. K. Montgomery, I. S. Reed 
The t ransform property of ambiguity functions found by 
Titlebaum [ 11 h a s  been extended to higher dimensions. Define 
where 
dt  7 -  7 -jmt e ( 7 , m )  = u m ( t - z )  Un(t t - )  2 e mn  
is the signal cross-correlation function of u (t)  and u (t). The four dimen- 
sional transform property found is 
m n 
03 
- (7 - 6  ,u) t1 T t w - 1  ) 
2n -0) d7 1 dT2{K1234 1 1 1 1’ 2 62’ 2 2 
r 1 
x - T  y - w  x i - 7  
1 1  1 1  2 2  
- 
‘K5678(71t 61’wl- ’l”2- 5’  
By substituting particular values of the parameters ,  many new transform 
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properties of ambiguity and signal correlation functions a r e  obtained. 
transform properties in higher dimensions a r e  similar to the above formula. 
The 
By using the signal cross-correlation function as an expansion 
kernal, i t  w a s  found that any arb i t ra ry  signal F ( t )  can be expressed as a 
double integral over chosen elementary signals. 
resul t  
t a r y  signals a r e  defined as 
This generalizes Helstorm's 
2 
in which only Gaussian elementary signals were  used. The elemen- 
where G(t) is  a signal normalized to have unit energy. If the expansion 
kernal g(7,w) is chosen as the signal c ros s  correlation function of G(t) and 
- 
F(t)  then 
OD 
1 
By Ti  tlebaum ' s trans forma tion 
OD 
Substituting T = -x and w = y  determines g(T, w), and consequently F( t ) ,  to 
within a multiplicative constant, SO this gives a new method of synthesizing 
a signal correlation function. 
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The study of using phase modulated signals to produce an  ambiguity 
function having the shape of a n  inverted thumbtack led to the necessity of 
evaluating the integral 
03 
a 
I(t,a) = expl  j(w + tw) J dw 
- O D  
which is a generalization of Ai ry ' s  integral. 
found that I ( t ,  2m+ e)  converges only for  m = 1 , 2 , .  . . and 0 - -  < @<1. 
Writing U = 2 m  t @ ,  it w a s  
In 
general  I ( t , a )  is expressed as  a n  infinite s e r i e s ,  but for a an  integer, the 
integral can be expressed as a finite sum of generalized hypergeometric 
functions . 
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K. Optical Coherence Theory 
Grant AF-AFOSR-188-66, ,,ir F o r c e  Office of Scientific Research 
R.  S .  Macmillan 
Considerable progress  in optical coherence has  been made  
during the past  six months. 
and optimization of optical system by means of maximization of the t rans-  
coherence function have been formulated and substantiated. 
The theoretical foundations f o r  the analysis 
The 
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optimization procedure has been applied to l inear space- time problems, 
yielding resul ts  which a r e  physically reasonable and which agree with 
known resul ts  in special cases .  
A problem which has  received attention recently is the effect of 
a random medium on coherence and the corrections which must  be made 
by a lens system to compensate for  these effects. 
The coherence effort has generated several  auxiliary studies in 
related subjects. 
probability distributions after memoryless transformations. 
yields known resul ts  with less  labor and is particularly applicable to com- 
puter solutions of problems. 
optic a1 polarization modulation. 
A paper has  been written on a new method of finding 
The method 
Another related paper has been written on 
L. Speech Signal Processing 
Contract Nonr-228(34), Office of Naval Research 
S. W. Golomb, R.A. Scholtz, L. R.  Welch, W. J. Hurd 
The amplitude moments of fi l tered and unfiltered speech and 
interference a r e  being investigated in order  to find methods of distinguishing 
speech f rom other sounds. Results indicate that speech can be distinguished 
from Gaussian noise by measuring the rat io  of the fourth moment to the 
square of the second moment, where the moments a r e  measured over one 
second intervals. 
speakers ,  and for all the languages tested. 
This result appears to hold for  both male and female 
Experiments a r e  planned to 
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L 
determine the length of time required to detect the presence of speech as 
a function of speech- to-noise ratio and type of noise. 
M. Communication Theory Research 
Contract 951076, J e t  Propulsion Laboratory 
S. W. Golomb 
The moment generating function of c lass ical  probability theory 
i s  both a convenient means of calculating the moments of a distribution, and 
an  effective embodiment of the properties of the distribution for  various 
analytical purposes. 
defined whose derivatives, evaluated at a certain place, yield the moments 
of the self-information of the distribution. 
the now-familiar "entropy" of the distribution. 
nique works equally well for  discrete  and continuous distributions. 
the "information-generating function" summarizes  those aspects  of the dis-  
t r ibution which a re  invariant under m e a  sur  e -pr  e s e r  ving rearrangements  
of the probability space. 
In this correspondence, a generating function is 
The f i r s t  of these moments is 
As a formalism,  this tech- 
Moreover,  
1 
Results in a recent paper indicate that given a probability 
distribution we can compute the corresponding "information generating 
function'' T(u) ,  from which the entropy of the distribution, and other re le-  
vant parameters ,  a r e  readily extracted. Examples have been worked out 
f o r  several  of the most familiar discrete  and continuous distributions. 
The significance of the convergence region for T (u )  has  been discussed, 
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and the problem of reconstructing the distribution given the information 
generating function has  a lso been considered. 
The l i terature  in statist ical  communication theory generally 
contains a significant shift in viewpoint between the d iscre te  and the con- 
tinuous case.  In the la t ter  context, a particular distribution is assumed 
almost  f rom the outset, and most of @e theorems re fer  to such things as 
the "white gaussian noisy channel", or other equally specific assumptions. 
F o r  the discrete  case ,  on the other hand, the resul ts  a r e  ra re ly  evaluated 
in t e rms  of specific distributions. presents r emarks  that a r e  
intended a s  a s tep in this direction, viz. the explicit form which Huffman 
coding assumes when applied to the geometric distribution. It would a l so  
be appropriate to have explicit answers for  the binomial distribution, the 
Poisson distribution, etc. 
2 
A paper 
R ef e r  enc es 
1. S. W. Golomb, "The Information Generating Function of a Probability 
Distribution", IEEE Trans. on Information Theory, January 1966. 
2. S. W. Golomb, "Run Length Encodings", scheduled to appear in 
IEEE Trans.  on Information Theory, April,  1966. 
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N. Automata and Game Theory 
Grant  AF-AFOSR-874-66, Air Fo rce  Office of Scientific Research 
S. W. Golomb 
. 
192 Results relating to computability and decidability of cer ta in  
c lasses  of mathematical games and puzzles have been produced. 
paper , w e  formulate a vector space model of all such games of "take-away", 
In a 
1 
examining the set-theoretic relations between the s e t  of permitted moves 
and the se t  of winning (or losing, o r  drawing) positions. 
dimensional case  w e  discuss several  of the m o r e  interesting games in 
detail,  and a r r i v e  a t  a recursion relation, in general ,  for  classifying 
In the one- 
winning vs. losing positions. This recursion can be "mechanized" with a 
simple nonlinear shift regis ter .  Finally, we define a much m o r e  general  
c l a s s ,  called "progressive games", to which a m o r e  complex recursive 
analysis is applicable. 
References 
1. S. W. Golomb, "A Mathematical Theory of Games  of 'Take-Away' ' I ,  
accepted for  publication in the Journal of Combinatorial Theory. 
2. S.  W. Golomb, "Tiling With Polyominoes", accepted for  publication 
in the Journal of Combinatorial Theory. 
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3 . 3  CODING THEORY AND AUTOMATA STUDIES 
A. Codes with Synchronization Capability 
Grant AF-AFOSR-874-66, A i r  Fo rce  Office of Scient 
R.  A. Scholtz 
fic Researc  n 
Research during the past  six months has been confined pr imari ly  
to developing variations of the construction procedure for synchronizable 
codes reported in the previous progress report. 
research  i s  a simple algorithm for constructing maximal comma-free codes 
of odd word length. The algorithm involves an  iterative construction proce- 
du re  in which a synchronizable code C 
chronizable code C 
a prefix o r  suffix of other words from C 
o r  odd length. 
has not been proven generally applicable. 
The major  product of this 
is  constructed from another s y n -  
n 
by removing a word from C n-1 n-1 
and using it as either 
depending whether i t  has even 
This algorithm has been successful in a l l  cases  tested but 
n-1 
Reference 
1. R. A. Scholtz, "Codes with Synchronization Capability", Internatio2al 
Symposium on Information Theory, Los Angeles, January 1966. 
be published in IEEE Transactions on Information Theory, April 1966. 
T o  
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B. Coding the Vertices of a Graph 
Grant AF-AFOSR -496-66, Joint Services Electronics Program 
M. A. Breuer 
Research has  continued on the problem of coding the vertices 
o l  a graph. 
Assign to each node i a unique binary code c 
Hamrning distance between c and c . is less  than or  equal to T if and only 
if nodes i and j a re  connected. 
has been developed based upon a pure synthesis procedure. 
rather siirprising resul t  was obtained: 
Applications of the coding technique to information transmission and the 
state assignment problem have been found. 
The problem is the following. Given a graph G o€ n nodes. 
of length m such that the i 
i J 
A third proof oi the existence of these codes 
The following 
{G is T doable] [ G  is T t 1  doable]. 
In order to 0htai.n optimal codes for  this problem (i. e. minimal 
T or minimal m) the synthesis problem is being programmed using the 
hac kt r ac  k programming c onc ep t. 
Trans.  
nationa 
P a r t  of this work w i l l  appear in the June issue of the IEEE 
on Information Theory, and was presented a t  the 1966 IEEE Inter-  
Conf. on Information Theory. 
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C. Some State Assignment Problems for Asvnchronous 
Switching Circuits 
Grant AF-AFOSR- 1018-66, A i r  Fo rce  Office of Scientific Research 
G. A. Bekey, D. C. Collins, W. S. Meisel 
Most work to date has been devoted to solving the problem of 
minimizing the number of secondary variables necessary to code a machine. 
The constraint adopted for this problem w a s  that a l l  transitions take place 
in one or m o r e  steps of one variable change a t  a time, i.e. cycling coding. 
An efficient tabular reorganization of information in merged 
flow tables, which is pertinent to the state assingment problem, has  been 
developed. 
assigning the coding for  any given flow table. 
as yet, insure a code with a minimum number of secondary variables; but 
Using this device three algorithms have been developed for 
These algorithms do not, 
two of the algorithms provide rapid hand methods for cut and t ry ,  while 
the third can be used for large tables when implemented on a computer. 
All three of these algori thms yield either a minimum, or  close to minimum, 
coding . 
The problem of developing completely general coding assign- 
Assignments ments  which will work for any table has been investigated. 
have been found which seem to satisfy any flow table of eight rows (or less) 
and sixteen rows (or less).  
fewer secondary variables than Huffman's bound of 2s - 1. 
Both of these assignments require  the use of 
0 
Future work will  be devoted to abstracting properties of these 
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general  assignments to enable generation of codes which w i l l  handle flow 
table 64, 128, 256 row length. 
generality of these assignments w i l l  be developed. 
of finding algorithms which can be implemented on a computer and which 
wi l l  yield an  absolute minimum number of secondary variables for  any 
given flow table w i l l  be investigated. 
A nonexhaustive proof of the complete 
In addition the problem 
D. Hazards in Combinatorial and Sequential Switching 
Grant AF-AFOSR-1018-66, Air Fo rce  Office of Scientific Research 
W. S. Meisel, D.C. Collins 
Hazards in switching circuits resul t  in unpredicted and incorrect 
The study of hazards  is an operation of those circuits as a resul t  of delays. 
attempt to analyze such behavior and develop methods to prevent it. 
1 
A survey of the l i terature  in this field w a s  completed. A paper 
1) unify and clarify the existing nomenclature, 2 )  report  which attempts to: 
original resul ts  on the derivation of meaningful and useful solutions to the 
problems of identifying and correcting hazards ,  and 3 )  suggest significant 
unsolved problems. 
An examination of hazards and their significance to coding tech- 
The effect upon hazard-free circui t  operation of the use niques was begun. 
of non-critical races in a n  asynchronous sequential circuit .  
that the removal of single-input-change static hazards  in the networks 
realizing the next-state functions is not, in general ,  sufficient to prevent 
2 
It is shown 
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static hazards if a non-critical race is present. A necessary and sufficient 
condition fo r  hazard-free realization of a flow table containing non-critical 
r a c e s  is given, and it is shown that a hazard-free realization is always 
possible. 
Future work wi l l  include the following efforts: (1) graphical 
techniques f o r  the design of hazard-free,  multi-level combinational c i rcui ts  
and (2) the analysis of multiple-order hazards  with f i r s t -order  hazards  
pres  en t. 
R ef e r  enc e s 
1. W. S. Meisel ,  "Hazards in Combinational and Sequential Switching 
Circuits - a Survey I!', USCEE Report to be published. 
2. W. S. Meisel ,  D. C. Collins, "Hazards in Non-Critical Races", 
submitted to IEEE Transactions on Electronic Computers. 
3. W. S. Meisel,  '%Hazards in Combinational and Sequential Switching 
Circuits - a Survey II", USCEE Report to be published. 
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3.4 HYBRID AND DIGITAL COMPUTATION 
A. Re-entry Tracking of Ballistic Vehicles by Hybrid Computation 
Contract AF 04(695)-746, Space Systems Division, Air  Fo rce  
Sys tems Command 
R.  B. McGhee 
An iterative parameter  estimation scheme based on nonlinear 
leas t  squares regression has been successfully programmed and tested as 
par t  of this research activity. The method used w a s  essentially that pro- 
posed by Bekey and McGhee although the partial derivatives of the re-entry 
1 
trajectory with respect to the various re-entry parameters  were obtained 
by finite difference methods rather  than by solving sensitivity differential 
equations. N o  convergence problems were introduced by this approxima- 
tion. 
in the amount of analog computer equipment required and, in addition, 
permi ts  the same basic re-entry simulation to be used either for regression 
o r  Bayesian estimation . 
The use of finite differences results in a t  l eas t  a two to one reduction 
2 
In comparison to the previous purely digital solution of the r e -  
3 
entry tracking problem , the hybrid solution requires  roughly one-tenth 
as much computing time. 
a digital computer capable of tracking one target in r ea l  time can handle 
approximately ten targets simultaneously if it is furnished with a high speed 
analog computer (or digital differential analyzer) for  solving the re-entry 
differ entia1 equations. 
This means that, under the conditions assumed,  
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B. Identification of Nonlinear Dynamic Systems by Hybrid Analog- 
Dig i ta 1 C ompu ta t ion 
~ 
Grant  GP-3 113,  National Science Foundation 
R .  B. McGhee, R. B. Walford 
Work on this problem continues to be  concentrated in the area 
1 
of optimum sampling for  Monte-Carlo integration . By making use  of 
fitted Gaussian distributions, it h a s  been possible to obtain a sampling 
scheme which minimizes  the generalized variance of the parameter  es t i -  
mates .  A repor t  describing these resu l t s  is in preparation. 
Reference 
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C. Design Automation of Computers 
Grant AF-AFOSR -496-66, Joint Services Electronics Program 
M. A. Breuer 
Work was completed on formulating a component placement 
problem and a digital computer backboard wiring problem as integer l inear 
programs. The component placement problem consists of making a unique 
assignment of components to column positions such that wireability is maxi- 
mized. 
sub-problems, namely, the placement, the connection, and the routing 
problems. 
solved as one, thereby giving the optimal c i rcui t  connections as well as 
minimizing the total lead length. 
tions, the number of inequalities and variables in the problem can be 
greatly reduced. 
solutions. 
The backboard wiring problem consists of three inter-related 
The placement and connection problems a r e  combined and 
It is shown that under certain assump- 
Further  simplifying assumptions lead to near  optimal 
The following concepts were formulated as l inear inequalities: 
1) The absolute magnitude of the difference between two 
variables. 
2 )  
3 )  
Minimizing the minimum function of a se t  of functions. 
Counting the number of ( 0 , l )  adjacent component pairs  in 
a vector. 
The results of this work have been accepted for  publication in the 
Naval Research Logistics Quarterly. 
- 1 1 3 -  
In the a r e a  of Boolean switching theory minimization, the problem 
A concept of simplifying the Quine ma t r ix  has been under consideration. 
called Proper  Reduction was developed a few years ago. 
statistical properties of this reduction technique are being determined. 
Also, a computer program is being written so that experimental resul ts  
can be obtained. 
Presently, the 
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U .  S. A r m y  E l e c t r o n i c s  Command 
Attn: M r .  R o b e r t o .  P a r k e r ,  
Execut ive  S e c r e t a r y ,  
JSTAC (AMSEL-XL-D) 
F o r t  Monmouth,  New J e r s e y  07703 
1 
Commanding  G e n e r a l  
U. S. A r m y  E l e c t r o n i c s  C o m m a n d  
F o r t  Monmouth,  New Jersey 07703 
Attn: AMSEL-SC 
RD -D 
R D  -G 
RD-GF 
RD -MAF - 1 
RD -MAT 
X L - D  
X L  -E 
X L - c  
X L  -s  
H L  D 
H L - L  
H L - J  
H L - P  
H L - 0  
HL-R 
N L  -D 
N L  -A 
N L - P  
N L  R 
N L - S  
K L  -D 
K L - E  
K L - S  
K L - T  
V L  -D 
WL-D 
Chief  of Naval  R e s e a r c h  
D e p a r t m e n t  of the Navy 
Washington,  D. C.  20360 
Attn: Code  427 
Chief ,  B u r e a u  of Ships  
D e p a r t m e n t  of the  Navy 
Washington,  D. C.  20360 
Chief ,  B u r e a u  of Weapons 
D e p a r t m e n t  of t h e  N a v y  
Washington,  D. C.  20360 
Commanding  Off icer  
Off ice  of Naval  R e s e a r c h  
B r a n c h  Off ice  
Box 39,  Navy No 100 F. P. 0 
New York,  New York  09510 
Commanding  Off icer  
Off ice  of Naval  R e s e a r c h  
B r a n c h  Off ice  
219 South D e a r b o r n  S t r e e t  
Chicago ,  Ill. 60604 
Commanding Off icer  
Off ice  of Naval  R e s e a r c h  
B r a n c h  Off ice  
1030 E a s t  G r e e n  S t r e e t  
P a s a d e n a  , Cal i forn ia  
Commanding  Off icer  
Off ice  of Naval  R e s e a r c h  
B r a n c h  Off ice  
207 W e s t  24th S t r e e t  
New York.  New York  10011 
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Commandi  ng Off i c e r 1 
Office of Naval  R e s e a r c h  
B r a n c h  Off ice  
495 S u m m e r  S t r e e t  
Boston,  M a s s .  02210 
1 
D i r e c t o r ,  
Naval  R e s e a r c h  Labora tory  
Technica l  Information Off icer  
P ttn: Code  2000 
Washington,  D. C .  1 
C o m m a n d e r  1 
Naval  Ai r  Development  and 
M a t e r i a l  C e n t e r  
Johnsvi l le ,  P e n n .  18974 
L i b r a r i a n  1 
U .  S. Naval  Elec t ronics  Lab. 
San Diego, Cal i fornia  95152 
Commanding Off icer  and 
D i r e c t o r  
U .  S. Naval  Underwater  Sound 
F o r t  T r u m b u l l  
New London, Conn.  06840 
L a b o r a t o r y  1 
L i b r a r i a n  
U . S .  Navy P o s t  Graduate  School 
Monterey ,  Cal i forn ia  
C o m m a n d e r  
U . S .  Naval  A i r  Miss i le  T e s t  
Center  
Poin t  Magu,  Cal i fornia  
D i r e c t o r  
U .  S. Naval  Observa tory  
Washington, D. C .  
Chief of Naval Opera t ions  
O P - 0 7  
Washington, D. C.  
D i r e c t o r ,  
U .  S. Naval  Secur i ty  Group 
Attn: G43 
3801 N e b r a s k a  Avenue 
Washington,  D. C.  
Commanding Off icer  
Naval Ordnance  L a b o r  a t  o r  y 
White Oak,  Maryland  
Commanding Off icer  
Naval  O r d n a n c e  Labora tory  
Corona ,  Cal i forn ia  
Commanding 0 ffic e r  
Naval O r d n a n c e  T e s t  
Stat ion 
China L a k e ,  Cal i fornia  
Commanding O f f i c e r  
Naval  Avionics  Fac i l i ty  
Indianapol is ,  Indiana 
Commandinp Off icer  
Naval  Tra in ing  Device  C e n t e r  
Or lando,  F l o r i d a  
U.S. Naval  Weapons L a b  
Dahlgren ,  Virginia  
Weapons S y s t e m s  T e s t  Divis ion 
Naval  A i r  T e s t  C e n t e r  
Pa tuxten t  R i v e r ,  Maryland  
Attn:  L i b r a r y  
M r .  C h a r l e s  F. Yost 
Spec ia l  A s s i s t a n t  to the 
D i r e c t o r  of R e s e a r c h  
Nat ional  Aeronaut ics  and  
Space  Adminis t ra t ion  
Washington,  D. C.  20546 
D r .  H. H a r r i s o n ,  Code R R E  
Chief ,  E l e c t r o p h y s i c s  Branch  
Nat ional  Aeronaut ics  a n d  
Space  Adminis t ra t ion  
Washington,  D. C.  20546 
Goddard  Space  Fl ight  C e n t e r  
Nat ional  Aeronaut ics  and 
Space  A d m i n i s t r a t i o n  
Attn: L i b r a r y ,  Documents  
G r e e n  Bel t ,  Maryland  20771 
Sect ion Code 252 
NASA Lewis  R e s e a r c h  C e n t e r  
Attn: L i b r a r y  
21000 B r o o k p a r k  Road 
Cleve land ,  Ohio 44135 
National Sc ience  Foundat ion 
Attn: D r .  J o h n R .  Lehmann 
1800 G .  S t r e e t ,  N.W. 
Washington,  D. C.  20550 
Divis ion of Engineer ing  
U .  S. Atomic  E n e r g y  C o m m i s s i o n  
Divis ion of Technica l  Informat ion  
Extens ion  
P.O. Box 62 
Oak Ridge ,  Tenn.  37831 1 
Los A l a m o s  Scient i f ic  L a b o r a t o r y  
Attn: R e p o r t s  L i b r a r i a n  
P . O .  Box 1663 
Los A l a m o s ,  New Mexico 87544 
1 
NASA Scient i f ic  and Technica l  
Informat ion  Fac i l t i  y 
Attn: Acquis i t ions B r a n c h  
( S / A K / D L )  
P . O .  Box 33 
Col lege  P a r k ,  Maryland  20740 
D i r e c t o r  
R e s e a r c h  L a b o r a t o r y  of E l e c t r o n i c s  
M a s s a c h u s e t t s  Ins t i tu te  
of Technology 
C a m b r i d g e ,  M a s s .  02139 
Polytechnic  Inst i tute  of Brooklyn 
55 Johnson S t r e e t  
Brooklyn,  New York 11201 
Attn: M r .  J e r o m e  F o x  
R e s e a r c h  Coordina tor  
D i r e c t o r  
Columbia Radiat ion Labora tory  
Columbia Univers i ty  
538 West  120th S t r e e t  
New York,  New York 10027 
D i r e c t o r  
Coordina ted  Sc i e nc e Labor  a t  o r y 
Univers i ty  of I l l inois  
Urbana ,  I l l inois  61803 
D i r e c t o r  
Stanford E l e c t r o n i c s  L a b o r a t o r i e s  
Stanford Univers i ty  
Stanford,  Cal i forn ia  
D i r e c t o r  
E l e c t r o n i c s  Re s e a r c h  Labora tory  
Univers i ty  of Cal i forn ia  
Berke ley  4, Cal i forn ia  
P r o f e s s o r  A.  A .  Dougal ,  
D i r e c t o r  
L a b o r a t o r i e s  for  E l e c t r o n i c s  
and  Rela ted  Sc iences  R e s e a r c h  
Univers i ty  of T e x a s  
Aus t in .  T e x a s  78712 
Divis ion of Engineer ing  and  
Applied P h y s i c s  
210 P i e r c e  Hal l  
H a r v a r d  Univers i ty  
C a m b r i d g e ,  M a s s .  02138 
A e r o s p a c e  C o r p o r a t i o n  
P . O .  Box 95085 
L o s  Angeles ,  Cal i forn ia  90045 
Attn:  L i b r a r y  Acquis i t ions  G r o u p  
A e r o n a u t i c s  L i b r a r y  
G r a d u a t e  A e r o n a u t i c a l  L a b o r a t o r i e s  
C a l i f o r n i a  Ins t i tu te  of Technology 
1201 E. Cal i forn ia  Blvd. 
P a s a d e n a ,  Cal i forn ia  91109 
D i r d c t o r ,  U S A F  P r o j e c t  RAND 
Via: A i r  F o r c e  U a i r o n O f f i c e  
Tho RAND C o r p o r a t i o n  
1700 M a i n  S t r e e t  
Santa  Monica ,  Cal i forn ia  90406 
Attn: L i b r a r y  
-129- 
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I 
The J o h n s  Hopkins Univers i ty  1 
Applied P h y s i c s  L a b o r a t o r y  
8621 G e o r g i a  Avenue 
Si lver  Spr ing ,  Maryland  
Attn: B o r i s  W.  Kuvshinoff 
Document  L i b r a r i a n  1 
Hunt  L i b r a r y  
C a r n e g i e  Ins t i tu te  of Technology 
Schenley P a r k  
P i t t s b u r g h ,  Pa. 152 1 3  
D r .  Leo  Young 
Stanford R e s e a r c h  Ins t i tu te  
Menlo P a r k ,  Cal i forn ia  
M r .  Henry  L. Bachmann 
A s s i s t a n t  Chief  Engineer  
Wheeler  L a b o r a t o r i e s  
122 C u t t e r m i l l  Road 
G r e a t  Neck,  New York  
Univers i ty  of L i e g e  
E l e c t r o n i c  D e p a r t m e n t  
M a t h e m a t i c s  Ins t i tu te  
15,  Avenue d e s  Ti l leu ls  
Val-Benoi t .  L i e g e  
Belg i u m  
School  of Engineer ing  S c i e n c e s  
Ar izona  State Univers i ty  
T e m p e ,  A r i z o n a  
Universi ty  of Cal i forn ia  a t  
Los Angeles  
Depar tment  of Engineer ing  
L o s  Angeles ,  Cal i forn ia  
Cal i fornia  Ins t i tu te  of Technology 
P a s a d e n a ,  Cal i forn ia  
Attn: Documents  L i b r a r y  
Universi ty  of Cal i forn ia  
Santa  B a r b a r a ,  Cal i forn ia  
Attn: L i b r a r y  
Carnegie  Ins t i tu te  of Technology 
E l e c t r i c a l  Engineer ing  D e p a r t m e n t  
P i t t sburgh ,  Pa. 
Universi ty  of Michigan 
E l e c t r i c a l  Engineer ing  D e p a r t m e n t  
Ann A r b o r ,  Michigan 
New York Univers i ty  
Col lege of Engineer ing  
New York. New York  
S y r a c u s e  Univers i ty  
D e p a r t m e n t  of E l e c t r i c a l  
Eng i nee r ing  
S y r a c u s e ,  New York  
Yale  Univers i ty  
Engineer ing  D e p a r t m e n t  
New Haven,  Connect icu t  
A i r b o r n e  I n s t r u m e n t s  L a b o r a t o r y  
D e e r p a r k ,  New York 
Bendix P a c i f i c  Divis ion 
11600 S h e r m a n  Way 
North Hollywood, Cal i forn ia  
G e n e r a l  E l e c t r i c  Co. 
R e s e a r c h  L a b o r a t o r i e s  
Schenectady,  New York  
Lockheed A i r c r a f t  Corp .  
P .O .  Box 504 
Sunnyvale ,  Cal i forn ia  
Raytheon Co.  
Bedford,  M a s s .  
Attn: L i b r a r i a n  
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